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Case #1

—

Kainz v. Potter

Released:

June 2006

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Linhares de Sousa J.

Cite:

2006 CarswellOnt 3703. (Ont. S.CJ.)

Lawyers:

Harold Nirnan & Stephen Appotive

Mediator!
Arbitrator

Dr. Arthur Leonoff

Parties chose non-lawyer (albeit very experienced child custody assessor) as
Facts:
mediator and arbitrator. Mediation was not carried through to its conclusion. However, mother
did not raise this as an objection until after the arbitration had been concluded and she did not
like the result. Mother appealed award on various grounds.
Appeal allowed. Arbitrator allowed the process to get completely out of hand.
Decision:
Arbitrator failed to control process. He let the father and his lawyer determine how the hearing
was to be run. He did not enforce the normal rules of evidence. He allowed the father’s lawyer
to usurp the function of the arbitrator. He allowed the father to cross-examine the mother as if he
was the lawyer. The process was fundamentally flawed.
.[T]he ground on which I grant this appeal is the manner in which the arbitration
Quote #1:
hearing was conducted or allowed to be conducted.. .The procedural and evidentiary flaws of the
arbitration hearing were so flagrant and manifest as to deny Ms. Kainz equality and fairness.”
(para. 53)
“. .

Quote #2: “[AjIl of the procedural and evidentiary flaws of the arbitration hearing.. .constituted
a serious breach of section 19 of the Arbitralion Act. The integrity of an impartial process was
not sufficiently protected and maintained.. The process was unbalanced to the detriment of Ms.
Kainz. The transcript. gives the impression that it was Mr. Potter’s counsel who was directing
the process. The conduct of Mr. Potter and his counsel were unjustifiably interventionist and
unchecked resulting in Ms. Kainz not being treated fairly nor equally. The unjustified and
unchecked intervention at times prevented Ms. Kainz from pursuing and presenting her case to
her prejudice.” (para. 73)
.

. .

Important Quote: “A self-represented party cannot expect special treatment if they choose to
represent themselves. They are expected to be cognizant of the procedure and the rules that
apply equally to all parties. This applies to arbitration hearings as well as trials. They cannot
expect the adjudicator to advocate for them nor to advance their case. That would be in violation
of the adjudicator’s need to remain impartial.

9
Nevertheless, numerous Court decisions have reiterated the principle again and again, that selfrepresented parties are entitled to receive assistance from an adjudicator to permit them to fairly
present their case on the issues in question. This may include directions on procedure, the nature
of the evidence that can be presented. the calling of witnesses, the form of questioning, requests
for adjoumments and even the raising of substantive and evidentiary issues.” (paras. 64 and 65)
Important Quote: “According to section 2 of the Arbitration Act, the parties cannot contract
out of section 19 or section 46...A breach of the rules of natural justice is regarded as an excess
of jurisdiction. While courts respect the power of an administrative tribunal to govern its own
proceedings, they do intervene to ensure that a party knows the case to be met and is able to
respond...In essence, s. 19 incorporates the principles of natural justice.” (para. 74)
Comment:
This is the leading case for how not to conduct an arbitration. It is also highly
instructive for non-lawyer arbitrators who may want to ensure they have, at the shared cost of the
parties, the right to have their own lawyer to assist in conducting the proceedings. If you’re
going to read one case out of all of these summaries, this is the one.
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Case #2— Murphy v. Murphy
Released:

November 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Perch J.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 17352 (Ont, S.CJ.)

Lawyers:

Edwin Flak and Gary Joseph

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Malcolm Kronby

Facts:
Parties separating in 2004 and signing med-arb agreement in 2007. Custody and
access settled on consent in 2009 with equal-time parenting regime.
Arbitration on all financial issues taking place in 2010, lasting 23 days. Arbitrator’s final award,
released July 2011, largely in wife’s favour, requiring husband to make large equalization
payment ($500,000), large lump-sum spousal support payment ($250,000), large retroactive
child support payment ($274,000), ongoing child support and pre and post-judgment interest
(4%).
Med-arb agreement providing for appeals only on questions of law with leave. Husband moving
for leave on various grounds including allegations that arbitrator gave insufficient reasons, failed
to perform a Contino analysis, failed to perform a DBS analysis, by making the lump-sum
spousal support award, by failing to accept his expert’s evidence on the issue of the value of his
employee stock options when no other expert contradicted him and in awarding pre and postjudgment interest at 4% when the statute provided for 3%.
Issues:
granted?

Were any of the husband’s grounds appealable, and if so, should leave be

Decision:
Re: sufficiency of reasons, if proven, this is an error of law. In this case, while
the arbitrator’s reasons were “terse and somewhat meagre”, viewed in light of the massive
evidentiary record, voluminous written material and oral argument, the arbitrator explained why
and how his decision was reached and sufficiently connects the evidence, law and conclusion.
Motion for leave to appeal denied.
Re: expert evidence on the employee stock options, this was an issue of mixed
fact and law and therefore leave to appeal was refused. In any event, the expert’s evidence was
rejected not because of any error in applying the law but because it was not convincing. The fact
no other expert testified does not mean the arbitrator was bound to accept his opinion evidence.
Motion for leave to appeal denied.
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Re: husband’s income and prospective child support, this was an issue of mixed
fact and law and therefore leave to appeal was refused.
Re: failure to perform a Contino analysis, there was no error. The reason the
arbitrator did not perform a Contino analysis was because the husband had previously agreed to
pay Table child support and agreed not to invoke s. 9.
Re: retroactive child support award, motion for leave to appeal was granted.
There was little in the award to indicate that the arbitrator put his mind “at all” to the
appropriateness of making a retroactive award for child support. The failure to apply D.B.S. v.
S.R.G. was an error of law that could not be justified in the circumstances of the case.
Re: lump sum spousal support award, the arbitrator did not justify the sum of
$250,000 which seemed “totally arbitrary”. His reliance on the leading case of Davis v.
Crawford does not provide a legal basis for a lump sum award. His reliance on the case only
establishes that a lump sum is not limited to extraordinary circumstances. He did not explain
what it was in the parties’ circumstances that justified a lump sum. There was no meaningfiil
discussion of the advantages and disadvantages of a lump sum award. He did not show that he
took into account the legal principles governing such awards. Motion for leave to appeal
granted.
Re: pre and post judgment interest, although the arbitrator set the rate at 4%
(when the statutory rate was 3%) he had the power of a court to allow interest at a higher rate.
Even though he did not explain his reason for departing from the statutory rate there was enough
on the record to show that his award was a reasonable and appropriate exercise of his discretion.
In any event, it was an error of mixed fact and law. Motion for leave dismissed.
Good Quote (on standard of review):
“Questions of law are questions about what the correct legal test is. Questions of fact are
questions about what actually took place between the parties. Questions of mixed law and fact
are questions about whether the facts satisfy the legal test: Canada (Director ofInvestigation and
Research, Competition Act) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R. 758 at 35.” (para 34)
“The application of an incorrect legal standard, a failure to consider a required element of a legal
test, or an error in principle is an error of law: Housen v. Nikolaisen, 2002 SCC 33 at para 36.”
(para 35)
“Matters of mixed fact and law lie along a spectrum; where the legal principle is not readily
extricable, then the matter is one of mixed law and fact: Housen v. Nikolaisen. If fact finding is
integral to the ultimate determination of the question, the question is an issue of mixed fact and
law: Ferreira v. Esteireiro.” (para 36)
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Good Quote (on standard of sufficiency of reasons):
“It is an error of law for a judge or tribunal member to fail to provide an explanation of his or
decision that is sufficiently intelligible to permit appellate review: K v. Sheppard, [2002] 1
S.C.R. 869; Law Society of Upper Canada v. Neinstein, 2010 ONCA 193 at para. 61.” (para 37)
“The adequacy of reasons for decision is determined having regard to their functions, which are:
to inform the parties of the decision; provide public accountability; and permit meaningfiil
appeal or judicial review: R, v. R.E.M, [2008] 3 S.C.R. at para. 25... The question about the
adequacy of reasons is whether the reasons, viewed in light of the record and counsel’s
submissions on the live issues presented in the case, explain why the decision was reached, by
establishing a logical connection between the evidence and the law on the one hand, and the
decision on the other: R. v. R,E.M, at para, 41.” (para 38)
“Adequate reasons will communicate the findings of fact upon which the court or tribunal based
its decision, the court or tribunal’s conclusion, and the reasoning process that led to the
conclusion. A reviewing court, however, does not have the power to intervene simply because it
thinks the trial court did a poor job of expressing itself: R. v. Sheppard, supra, at para. 26.” (para
39)
“Where a case turns on the application of well-settled legal principles to facts as found afier a
consideration of conflicting evidence, the judge is not required to expound upon those legal
principles to demonstrate to the parties or to the reviewing court that he or she was aware of and
applied those principles: R. v. Morrissey (1995), 22 O.R. (3d) 514 (C.A.) at p. 525.” (para4o)
Quote (on retroactive child support claim):
“In D.B.S. v. SR. G., 2006 SCC 37, the Supreme Court of Canada directed that before making
any retroactive award for support, the court should consider: (a) reasonable excuse for why
support was not sought earlier; (b) conduct of the payor parent; (c) circumstances of the child;
and (d) hardship occasioned to the payor by a retroactive award. The Court also stated that none
of these factors is decisive, and that a court should strive for a holistic view of the matter and
decide each case based on its particular factual matrix.” (para 80)
“There is little in the Arbitrator’s decision to indicate that he put his mind at all to the
appropriateness of making a retroactive award for child support. To correctly determine the
retroactivity of a child support claim requires a full analysis according to the criteria set out in
D.B.S. v. S.R. G. and it appears the Arbitrator did not conduct such an inquiry. The failure to
conduct such an analysis is a reviewable error: Patton-Casse v. Casse, 2011 ONSC 4424 at para.
77.” (paras 82 & 83)
.

.

This decision is a good reminder that to properly bullet-proof an award, not only
Comment:
must the leading case in an area be mentioned (D. B. S. re: retroactive child support, Davis v.
Crawford re: lump-sum spousal support) but an analysis and discussion of the evidence as it
relates to each of the criteria and principles is required.
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Case #3— Thomson v, Thomson
Released:

January 2012

Court:

Ontario Court of Justice

Judge:

Zisman J.

Cite:

2012 CarswellOnt 2629 (Ont. C.J.); 2012 CarswellOnt 3997 (Ont. CJ.)

Lawyers:

Linda Joe and Annie Kenet

Mediators!
Arbitrators: Phil Epstein & Dr. Irwin Butkowsky
Final separation agreement signed in October 2005 providing that in the event any
Facts:
financial issues arose Phil Epstein would mediate/arbitrate and if any parenting issues arose Dr.
Irwin Butkowsky would mediate/arbitrate.
Parties bickering for years after separation agreement signed about various issues. Mother
seeking financial disclosure from father. Father refusing to provide it and seeking to re-open all
parenting issues.
Mother refusing to attend for mediation/arbitration with Mr. Epstein. Mr. Epstein saying he had
no jurisdiction to act without a new signed med-arb agreement. Father then reduced his child
support payments and Mother commenced Application in August 2011 for sole custody, child
support and other relief. Father filed Answer asserting court does not have jurisdiction due to
dispute resolution clause in the separation agreement.
Issue:

Should mother’s Application be stayed under s. 7(1) of the Arbitration Act?

Decision:
Yes. Although father’s failure to provide the financial disclosure regarding his
business and other disclosure was a fundamental breach of his obligations under the separation
agreement, this did not abrogate or repudiate the separation agreement and its term requiring the
parties to arbitrate (para 64). Therefore, if mother wished to pursue the issue of father’s lack of
financial disclosure, her recourse was to bring a motion before Mr. Epstein as arbitrator to
compel disclosure. She could also have sought financial compensation as a result of the father’s
breach of the agreement.
Although father was aware of his rights and could have taken steps to enforce his options he did
not. Judge finds he “lapsed” in enforcing his rights which he could have done via the dispute
resolution provision in the separation agreement (para 83). However, the agreement had a “strict
performance” clause that stated the failure of a party to insist on the strict performance of one or
more provisions will not be evidence of a waiver of such provision. Accordingly, father cannot
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he held to have acquiesced or waived his right to now require that the relief requested by the
mother be subject to the dispute resolution provision in the separation agreement. (para 88)
Quote (on approach in stay cases):
‘The approach taken by the courts in determining whether to stay a claim pursuant to section
7(1) of the Arbitration Act is as follows:
(a) The court must first interpret the arbitration provision. The court then
analyses the claims to determine whether they must be decided by an
arbitrator under the terms of the agreement as interpreted by the court.
(b) In interpreting an arbitration clause, the court should not make a final
determination about its scope. Where it is arguable whether a claim falls
within the scope of the arbitration provision that issue should be left to the
determination of the arbitrator.
(c) If the answer to (a) is yes, then the court must stay the action and refer
the claims to arbitration unless the person who commenced the court
proceeding establishes that one of the exceptions to section 7(2) of the
Arbitration Act applies.” (para 44)
Quote (on stay cases):

“For sound policy reasons, family law permits and encourages separating parties to work out
their own agreements through separation agreements which include how to resolve future
disputes. In this case, the parties were both represented by experienced family law counsel when
they entered into a comprehensive separation agreement that provided for a contractual
obligation to mediation/arbitration. Unless there are some exceptional circumstances, the parties
should be required to abide by that agreement.” (para 66)
Quote (on strict performance clause):

“Regardless of why each party did not earlier pursue compliance with the provisions of the
separation agreement or pursue a change in the terms because of the changes in circumstances,
the plain meaning of this strict compliance provision is that none of the terms of the separation
agreement, including but not limited to the dispute resolution clause, can lapse, be waived or be
relinquished and that they always remain in full force and effect”. (para 87)
Note: Court gently admonished both counsel for not trying to deal with “jurisdiction” issue by
way of Form 14B motion (para 38). Seems a bit pollyanic considering the conflict and the fact
courts have routinely stated a Form 14B should not be used for anything other than consent or
administrative purposes. Overall though, a very sound decision and the leading case dealing
with stays in family arbitrations.
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Case #4

—

Patton-Casse v. Casse

Released:

July 2011

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

McDermot J.

Cite:

2011 CarswellOnt 7090 (Ont. S.C.J.); at 2011 CarswellOnt 11047 (Ont. S.CJ.),
affirmed at 2012 CarswellOnt 14417 (Ont. CA.).

Lawyers:

Sarah Boulby and Gary Joseph

Arbitrator:

(Former Superior Court Justice) Dennis Lane

Facts:
Parties agreeing to med-arb in respect of wife’s request to vary 2001 final consent
order which fixed spousal support for four years. Five-day arbitration held in 2009 and three
final awards were made in 2010. The first granted retroactive and prospective child and spousal
support to the wife far in excess of the quantum set out in the 2001 consent order. The second
was in respect of section 7 expenses. The third was a full indemnity costs award in favour of the
wife.

The husband appealed all three awards, on various grounds. He argued the arbitrator erred by
allowing the wife to plead material change; refusing to impute income to her; making child
support retroactive to January 1, 2002; including private school as a section 7 expense; not
permitting cross-examination of the wife on her intentions at the time the 2001 consent order was
made and varying the fixed-term spousal support order; considering the husband’s post
separation increases in income in determining quantum of spousal support.
Decision:
The wife’s pleadings were sufficiently pleaded. The arbitrator did not err in
refusing to impute income to the wife. The arbitrator erred in fixing child support retroactively
to January 1, 2002. Child support should only have been retroactive to the date of effective
notice (December 1, 2005).

The arbitrator did not err in including private school as a section 7 expense. Although the
arbitrator erred in not permitting cross-examination of the wife regarding her intentions at the
time the 2001 consent was made, it was not an appealable error. Because there were substantial
post-separation income increases, that issue should have been specifically addressed and
considered by the arbitrator. He failed to consider the criteria which the court looks at in order
to decide whether a payor’s post-separation income increases should be used to determine
spousal support. In its place, a step-down order should be (and was) made extending spousal
support for six years, for a total of thirteen years’ duration.
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Quote (on standard of review on appeal of finding of fact):

‘An appeal of a finding of fact by an arbitral tribunal can only succeed where the tribunal has
committed a palpable and overriding error, or has made findings of fact or drawn inferences
which are clearly wrong.” (para 45)
Important Quote (on standard of review on appeal of finding of mixed fact and law):
‘Errors of law or mixed fact and law leave more latitude to an appellate court. Regarding issues
of law, the standard is correctness. Findings of mixed fact and law lie along a spectrum: if the
error can be attributed to the application of an incorrect legal principle, then the standard is
correctness; if the legal principle, however, cannot be extricated, and the appellate court is
dealing with the application of a legal standard to a set of facts, it is a question of mixed fact and
law, then the “question is subject to a standard of palpable and overriding error unless it is clear
that the trial judge made some extricable error in principle with respect to the characterization of
the standard or its application, in which case the error may amount to an error of law.” (para 46)
Quote (on extending the time for appeal):

“The governing principle is simply whether the “justice of the case” requires that an extension be
given. In this case, the notice of appeal was less than two weeks out of time. This appeal is
being argued on a number of different grounds, and the issue of section 7 expenses is only a
small part of the appeal. I can hardly see how the respondent is prejudiced in having this matter
placed before the court as she is in court in this matter on numerous grounds in any event.
Moreover, it is in the interests of justice that all matters be dealt with at once in this matter, and
that the parties have a complete resolution of the matter. I find that this is an appropriate case in
which an extension of the time for appeal be given.” (para 97).
Comment: The fact an arbitrator fails to mention certain witnesses is not fatal (although ill
advised). He need not cite every witness that he heard to make a decision (para 69).
Comment #2: McDermot, J’s decision on costs, cited at 2011 CarswellOnt 11047 (Ont. S,C.J.),
awards the wife $157,200.
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Case #5

—

McAlister v. Grant

Released:

September 2012

Court:

Ontario Court of Justice

Judge:

Sherr J.

Cite:

2012 CarsvvellOnt 11108 (Ont. C.J.); 2012 CarswellOnt 12679 (Ont. CJ.)

Lawyers:

Jonathan Kline and Daryl GelgootlMeghan Lawson

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

Linda Chodos

Facts:
Father brings motion to set aside arbitral award in its entirety, remove arbitrator,
declare the med-arb agreement invalid, stay the arbitration, for all parenting issues to remain
status quo until court makes further order.
Issues:
(i)

Does the court have jurisdiction to make the orders sought? If so, to what
extent can, or should it make such orders?

(ii)

Was the med-arb agreement in force at the time of the award? In particular, did Ms.
Chodos resign prior to making the award?

(iii)

Can or should the court make a temporary parenting order as requested by the father
despite the award?

(iv)

Should the court grant a stay of the parenting proceeding?

Decision:
In respect of the first issue, the answer is no. For purposes of judicial review “court” in the
Arbitration Act means the Family Court or the Superior Court of Justice. Since the OCJ is not a
Family Court it only has limited jurisdiction under the Act. It can only make orders under
sections 6 and 7 and no jurisdiction to make an order under s. 46 (setting aside awards) or s. 13
(hear a challenge to an arbitrator) or s. 15 (removing arbitrator). Only the Family Court or the
Superior Court of Justice has the jurisdiction to set aside an arbitrator’s award, hear a challenge
or remove an arbitrator.
The med-arb agreement was properly constituted. Ms. Chodos did not resign prior to making her
award. The father’s claim that she had resigned was “wishful thinking”. The arbitrator properly
declared an impasse and proceeded to arbitration to determine all outstanding issues that had
been referred to her. Father cannot unilaterally withdraw from the process and then argue that a
specific issue that had not been mediated cannot now be arbitrated.
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There was no basis for the court to intervene under either s. 6 or 7. The father did not seek
timely direction from the court with respect to his allegations of unequal or unfair treatment
despite having the opportunity to do so at an earlier court date. Instead, he chose to unilaterally
treat the process at an end and then attempted to attack it once the award was rendered. His
subjective belief of unfairness was not supported objectively. Numerous mediation sessions
were conducted. Conference calls were held. The arbitrator proceeded cautiously, only dealing
with the immediate issue of schooling for the upcoming year. She gave the father a fair
opportunity to participate in this process and make submissions. It was his choice not to
participate.
Good quote (on OCJ intervention generally in arbitrations):
“I find the arguments set out by the critics of the interventionist approach compelling. The
intervention of the Ontario Court of Justice in the face of private mediation/arbitration
agreements should be limited to its statutory jurisdiction under sections 6 and 7 of the Act. The
court should be loathe to intervene in the mediation/arbitration process where that process has
begun and there is a mechanism in place to make decisions about a child’s best interests in a
timely manner. Here, the parties reached an agreement that the best interests of the child would
be determined through the mediation/arbitration process an agreement that they bargained in
good faith. If the father feels that the process or Award is flawed, he has a statutory pathway to
follow for court intervention. He has not, for the most part, followed that pathway. The parties
should be held to their bargain.” (para 68)
. .

—

Good quote (on whether a stay can be granted when court case was simply in abeyance):
“I find that if a party initiates an act or a step (such as a motion) within an existing case, seeking
relief which is the subject-matter of a mediation/arbitration agreement in force, that this is a
proceeding for the purpose of section 7 of the Act. This interpretation is consistent with the
overall scheme of the Act, which is to promote the integrity of family arbitration agreements, and
to limit court intervention to specific circumstances, Whether a party initiates a new court
process or reactivates an existing court process that has been in abeyance when there is a
mediation/arbitration agreement in force shouldn’t matter.”
Comment: Excellent reasoning, along with Thomson, the leading case on when OCJ can and
should intervene.
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Case #6

—

Hercus v. Hercus

Released:

January 2001

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Templeton J.

Lawyers:

Paul Jacobs & Victoria Smith

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Robert McWhinney

Cite:

2001 CarswellOnt 452 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Facts:
Parties agreed to attend medlarb to resolve parenting and child support issues.
Agreement provided they would equally pay costs. Wife not happy with how things were going
and refused to participate. Arbitrator made awards. Wife brought application to set aside the
awards dealing with payment of arbitration fees and parenting pian review.
Decision:
For the wife. Application granted. Awards set aside and trial of custody/access
issues set. Court found the arbitrator erred by not considering the results of a child protection
investigation he initiated, by failing to disclose to the wife the full the extent of the husband’s
claims, by not mediating some of the issues before arbitrating them and by ordering punitive
damages when he had no jurisdiction to under the terms of the medlarb agreement.
Important Quote: “Arbitrators must listen fairly to both sides, give parties a fair opportunity to
contradict or correct prejudicial statements, not receive evidence from one party behind the back
of the other and ensure that the parties know the case they have to meet. An unbiased
appearance is, in itself, an essential component of procedural fairness.” (para, 75)
Comment: Relevance is high due to clear mandate to mediate all issues fully before declaring
the process at an end. Do not proceed to arbitration until and unless mediation has been fully
exhausted. Protect yourself by clearly delineating when the mediation process has come to an
end. Once you are in arbitration, don’t go back into mediation. Get a court reporter for all
arbitration proceedings. Bend over backwards to ensure all parties are heard, that all claims are
in writing so that no party can claim he or she was unaware of what was going on. Carefully
analyze where your jurisdiction comes from before making any order. Most important, if you
are a non-lawyer arbitrator, consider retaining a lawyer to give you advice on procedure to
protect yourself
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Case #7

—

Ojo v. Mason

Released:

February 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Kruzick J.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 2509 (Ont. S.C.J.), costs at 2013 CarswellOnt 9789 (Ont.
S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Edwin FlaklMary Cunha and Ross Macdonald

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Gerry Sadvari

Facts:
After separating in 2000 parties sign med-arb agreement seven years later, in
2007! Parenting issues resolved in December 2007. Financial issues arbitrated over two years,
with final award made in October 2009. Husband appealing award on various grounds, alleging
arbitrator erred in making findings of fact, failing to apply the law to the facts, and making
various procedural errors. Husband also arguing arbitrator’s reasons were not adequate and that
he failed to apply the S SAG.
Issues:

Is there any merit to the appeal?

Decision:
No. The husband’s appeal was dismissed. The arbitrator did not ignore material
evidence or misapprehend the case. The award was careftilly reasoned and the result supported
by the evidence. There were no errors.
Quote (on applying SSAG):
• .the arbitrator indicated that while he considered the SSAG he also turned his mind to the
principles in Moge and the caselaw that has evolved since then. In my review I am satisfied this
experienced arbitrator correctly turned his mind to the SSAG. In the end, there is no requirement
to follow the S SAG. As set out in Beninger v. Beninger.. .the SSAG were not designed to
address some of the more complicated issues that arise in complex variation proceedings or
difficult financial cases, such as the one under appeal.” (para 67)
Quote (on the standard of review):
“The arbitrator made several references to the law and legal principles. It is not necessary to
reference every principle. Subject to a standard of correctness, appellate courts must be cautious
in finding an error of law. It is often difficult to extricate the legal question from the factual, It
is for these reasons that such matters, as in the case here. are “mixed law and fact”. Where the
legal principle is not readily extricable then the matter is subject to a more stringent standard.
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The general rule is that if the issues on appeal involve interpretation of the evidence as a whole.
absent a palpable and overriding error, the award should not be overturned.” (para 102)
Comment:
The material filed on the appeal was voluminous: 34 volumes and countless
banker boxes. Kruzick J. noted the litigation cost the parties $1,000,000, “far more” than the
issues proportionately warranted. Costs award of $70,000 in wife’s favour is at 2013
CarswellOnt 9789 (Ont. S.CJ.).
Comment:
Relevance is high because of court’s analysis re: sufficiency of reasons, deference
to arbitral award which departs from SSAG, and findings based on complicated facts and adverse
inferences.

Case #8— Myers v, Vickar
Released:

September 2012

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Mesbur J.

Cite:

2012 CarswellOnt 11113 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Edwin FlaklAvagene Serkin and Ken Cole/K. Chapman

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Stephen Grant

Facts:
Wife seeking to set aside arbitral award in its entirety on three main grounds,
claiming arbitrator erred in:

(i)

Failing to apply s. 16 of Divorce Act to calculate husband’s income and amount of
child support correctly;

(ii)

Rejecting SSAG as appropriate method to determine spousal support and failing to
consider Divorce Act in determining amount and commencement date of spousal
support; and

(iii)

Failing to deliver sufficient reasons in respect of the spousal support award.

Issue: Did the arbitrator commit any errors as alleged?
Decision:
In respect of the first issue, there was no error. Although the husband’s income
was not calculated as per his line 150 income but instead according to a formula, it was the wife
who asked for this formula to be imposed. It therefore hardly “lies in her mouth” to object to it
now.
In respect of the second issue, there was no error in failing to apply the S SAG. The husband’s
income exceeded $350,000 plus this was also a case involving a prior agreement and a variation
all noted exceptions to their application. Citing Fisher v. Fisher, the arbitrator correctly
declined to apply them.

—

Tn respect of the third issue, court could not conclude arbitrator erred in terms of the sufficiency
of his reasons. The award under review must be read in the context of his previous awards and
the fact he had been working with the parties since 2005. While it may have been preferable had
he “shown his work” more, he was alive to all the issues and made no error in coming to the
conclusions he did.
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Good Quote (on standard of review):
“On a pure question of law, the basic rule with respect to a trial judge’s findings is that an
appellate court is free to replace the opinion of the trial judge with its own. Thus the standard of
review on a question of law is that of correctness.
The standard of review for findings of fact is that such findings are not to be reversed unless it
can be established that the trial judge made a “palpable and overriding” error. A palpable error is
one that is “plainly seen”. A fundamental reason for general deference to the trial judge is the
presumption of fitness a presumption that trial judges are just as competent as appellate judges
to ensure that disputes are resolved justly. Another reason for this level of deference is that the
trial judge will have had the opportunity of actually observing the witnesses at the trial.
—

Questions of mixed fact and law involve applying a legal standard to a set of facts. Both mixed
fact and law and fact findings often involve drawing inferences; the difference lies in whether the
inference drawn is legal or factual. A court of appeal should not interfere with a trial judge’s
reasons unless there is a palpable and overriding error. The same proposition is sometimes stated
as prohibiting an appellate court from reviewing a trial judge’s decision if there was some
evidence upon which he or she could have relied to reach that conclusion.” (para 51)
Good quotes (on sufficiency of reasons):
“The Supreme Court of Canada, in N.L.N. U v. Newfoundland & Labrador (Treasury Board)
[(2011), 2011 CarswellNfld 414 (S.C.C.)J has more recently addressed the issue of adequacy of
reasons in an arbitral award and has held that inadequate reasons, in and of themselves, do not
create a free standing ground of appeal. .1 will follow, as I must, this most recent decision of the
Supreme Court of Canada.” (para 57)
.

“Some other comments Abella J. made [in NL.N UJ are also apposite here. She notes “Reasons
may not include all the arguments, statutory provisions, jurisprudence or other details the
reviewing judge would have preferred, but that does not impugn the validity of either the reasons
or the result under a reasonableness analysis. Importantly, Abella J. refers to the particular role
of arbitrators. While her comments. .refer to labour arbitrators in particular, they are no less
applicable here, where the parties specifically chose an arbitrator with the experience and
expertise they wished to assist them in resolving their particular family law issue.” (para 84)
.

Comment:
As a result of this decision, all counsel and arbitrators should make sure that they
include a reference to the Spousal Support Advisory Guidelines in their arbitration agreements!
(even though I don’t think their absence precludes consideration).
Comment #2: Along with Murphy v. Murphy, this is an important case dealing with an appeal
of an arbitrator’s award on the grounds of insufficient reasons. Relevance is high owing to
complicated issues under appeal and, as in Ojo v. Mason, court’s deference to arbitral award
which departs from S SAG.
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Case #9— Grosman v. Cookson
Released:

May 2012

Court:

Ontario Court of Appeal

Judges:

OConnor and Ducharme JJ. on appeal. Johnston J. on motion

Cite:

2012 CarswellOnt 10919 (C.A.), reversing 2011 CarswellOnt 13084 (Ont. S.C,J.).
Costs decision at 2012 CarswellOnt 17234 (CA.).

Lawyers:

Steven Baldwin and Harold Niman on both proceedings

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Stephen Grant

Facts:
In 2004 the parties signed a separation agreement in which the husband agreed to
pay $8,500 per month in spousal support to the wife. The agreement further stated the parties
will continue with Stephen Grant as mediator-arbitrator for the review of spousal support.
Years later a dispute arose when the husband announced he was retiring in December 2010.
After an unsuccessful mediation with Mr. Grant a date for the arbitration was set, but, for various
reasons, did not proceed.
The husband then stopped paying support. The wife promptly filed the agreement under section
35 of the Family Law Act for enforcement by the Family Responsibility Office.
The husband then brought a motion to court for a refraining order. The wife then brought a
motion for summary judgment on the grounds the matter should be before Mr. Grant as arbitrator
not the court.
Issue:
Did the court have jurisdiction to vary the spousal support provisions of the
separation agreement now filed with the court?
Decision on Motion: Yes. Having initiated the court process by filing with FRO the wife could
not now argue that the court had no jurisdiction to entertain variation of the spousal support
provision. Motion for summary judgment dismissed.
Decision on Appeal: No. Section 35 of the Family Law Act does not supersede the parties’
agreement in a domestic contract to arbitrate rather than litigate disputes about varying spousal
support.
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Important Quote:
‘An agreement to pay a specific amount of spousal support is not selfexecuting. The parties require an enforcement mechanism to ensure that each is kept to the
bargain. However, it remains open to the parties to contract for exclusive arbitration to vary the
substantive terms. in such cases, the court may enforce the domestic contract as it finds it.” (para
23, appeal)
Comment:
Relevance is high as decision on motion would have resulted in easy avenue for
folks unwilling to proceed or continue with arbitration simply file for enforcement under s. 35
and then move for motion to change. Contrast with Troisi v. Gillen in terms of similar facts and
outcome but very different reasons.
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Case #10

—

Thibodeau v. Thibodeau

Released:

February 2011

Court:

Ontario Court of Appeal

Judges:

Sharpe, Blair. Rouleau JJ.A. Justice Backhouse on motion.

Cite:

2011 CarswellOnt 686 (Ont. C.A.), reversing 2009 CarswellOnt 2638 (Ont.
S.CJ.)

Lawyers:

Douglas Christie, S.N. Zeitz and Bob Klotz on appeal.
Nadine BarmaniafRobert Klotz & D. Christie & S. Zeitz on motion.

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Malcolm Kronby

Facts:
Husband went bankrupt after arbitrator’s award for lump-sum spousal support
arrears ($85,000), equalization ($264,000) and costs ($175,000).
Award stated wife’s
equalization payment and support shall be paid from the husband’s half-share of the proceeds of
the jointly-owned matrimonial home which was ordered to be sold. Trustee in bankruptcy
wanted husband’s half-share of proceeds for creditors. Issue was whether wife had priority over
other creditors to husband’s half-share of the sale proceeds and whether she could enforce the
balance of her entitlement against the husband’s RRSP under section 9 of the Family Law Act.
Decision on motion: For wife. Even though arbitrator’s award did not provide for award to be
made by RRSP rollover and judge could refer matter back to arbitrator, this would add costs and
delay and fly in the face of Rule I of the Rules of Civil Procedure. The bankruptcy is a “fact
arising after the award” and R. 59.06(2) of the Rules of Civil Procedure applies. Had the
bankruptcy been known at the time the arbitration award was made, a section 9 claim would
have been advanced. Husband’s share of sale proceeds to be transferred to wife to satisfy
equalization payment. Rollover ordered from husband’s RRSP to wife’s RRSP to satisfy costs
order as per section 9. Husband appealed.
Decision on appeal: Husband’s appeal allowed. Real issue was whether award was sufficient
to elevate wife’s claim above all of the husband’s unsecured creditors to status of preferred
creditor by way of equitable trust. It was not. Had arbitrator intended so, he would have used s.
9(1) of the Family Law Act. Motion judge also erred by transferring non-exempt portion of
husband’s RRSP to wife to satisfy equalization. Arbitrator did not award this and it was an error
for judge to graft onto a motion for enforcement under section 59.8.
Quote:
‘Had the arbitrator intended that his award would have the effect of transferring a
property interest in, or creating a charge against, or a trust-like interest in, Mr. Thibodeau’s share
of the sale proceeds, he would have resorted to his full powers under s. 9(1) of the Family Law
Act and considered whether such an award was appropriate in the circumstances. He possessed
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those powers by virtue of the parties’ agreement that he could exercise all of the authority of
a
Superior Court judge. Nothing in his reasons points to his having done so. This may well be
because no case for the granting of such exceptional and intrusive relief was made out on the
record before him.” (para 30)
Quote:
“The choice of s. 9(1) remedies was the arbitrator’s to make, keeping in mind that
the record must demonstrate a real need for such a protective order, given its potential impact
on
absent third parties. Respectfully, it was not for the motion judge to alter or rectify his award in
view of intervening events under the pretext of determining an enforcement motion pursuant
to s.
59.8 of the Family Law Act, which permits the court to incorporate the terms of an arbitration
award into a court order.” (para 33)
Important Quote:
“Given its powers under s. 9(1) of the Family Law Act, the court can
impose a legal relationship between the spouses other than a debtor-creditor relationship
pursuant to the equalization process, if the record justifies such exceptional and intrusive action.
The court can order the transfer to or vesting of property in one of the spouses. It can order the
creation of trusts of property or a charge against property in favour of one spouse with respect
to
the other spouse’s property. But, as noted, the arbitrator took none of these steps in this action,
and the record does not appear to have warranted such steps in any event.” (para 39)
Important Quote:
“[I]n my view, an order providing that an equalization payment to one
spouse is to be made out of the payor spouse’s share of the proceeds of the sale of the
matrimonial home, without more, does not create “property rights” in the payee spouse
equitable, securitized, or otherwise. Absent clear language pointing to the trier of fact’s intention
to order the transfer or vesting of a payor spouse’s assets, or the creation of security, or
the
imposition of a trust-like obligation, in satisfaction of the equalization payment, courts should
be
wary of giving effect to a proprietary right form of disposition, lest (a) what the legislature
has
clearly decided is to be an equalization regime is inadvertently transformed into a division
of
property regime under the guise of protecting a payee spouse’s right to receive the equalization
payment awarded, and (b) otherwise legitimate claims of third parties be subverted and
bankruptcy priorities reversed.” (para 43)
—

Important Quote:
“Section 59.8 is essentially an enforcement proceeding designed to turn a
family arbitration award into a court order with the enforceability that goes with such an order.
Respectfully, it is not an opportunity for the Superior Court judge hearing the application
to
tweak or alter the arbitration award to conform to what the judge may think the arbitrator should
have done, Nor is it an opportunity to “correct” the award retroactively, the better to protect
a
payee spouse in the event of a subsequently occurring bankruptcy at the expense of other
creditors.” (para 72)
Comment:
If you have a very good reason to be concerned the payor will declare bankruptcy
to frustrate the recipient’s equalization payment, use s. 9(1) of the Family Law Act.
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Case #11

—

Marchese v. Marchese

Released:

January 2007

Court:

Ontario Court of Appeal

Judges:

MacPherson. Sharpe and Juriansz. JJ.A.

Cite:

2007 CarswellOnt 248. 35 R.F.L. (6th) 291 (Ont. C.A.)

Lawyers:

Thomas Basciano & Cynthia Waite

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

Phil Epstein

Facts:
Parties agreed to mediate/arbitrate with Mr. Epstein in a court order. After one
meeting with him, it became clear mediation would be unsuccessful. The husband refused to
proceed to arbitration and brought the matter back to court. The motion judge stayed the
proceedings pursuant to section 7 of the Arbitration Act. The husband appealed.

Decision:
dismissed.

For the wife.

There was no error on the part of the motions judge. Appeal

Quote:
“This is not a case like Hercus v. Hercus. .where, contrary to the agreement, the
mediation stage was skipped and the arbitrator proceeded directly to arbitration. Here mediation
was attempted and the move to arbitration only occurred after it became clear that mediation
would fail.” (para. 7)
.

Important Quote:
“We do not agree with the submission that there is any ambiguity in the
words “mediation/arbitration” or that those words mean “mediation or arbitration”.
Mediation/arbitration is a well recognized legal term of art referring to a hybrid dispute
resolution process in which the named individual acts first as a mediator and, failing agreement,
then proceeds to conduct an arbitration.” (para. 4)
Comment:
Relevance is high as this was the first time the Court of Appeal endorsed the term
mediation-arbitration in the context of family law.
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Case #12

—

Wainwright v. Wainwright

Released:

March 2012

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Nolan 3.

Cite:

2012 CarswellOnt 4113 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Malcolm Bennett and Mark A. Shields

Mediator?
Arbitrator:

None.

Parties had two-day trial on two parenting issues. On the morning of the first day
Facts:
filed final Minutes on all other parenting issues and financial issues. One
the
trial
parties
of
clause in Minutes required the parties to attend for med-arb in the event of any future dispute
regarding child support or parenting. No specific mediator/arbitrator named in the Minutes.
Court was asked to make order pursuant to Minutes. Judge “troubled” by the med-arb clauses in
the Minutes, questions whether they are in the child’s best interests and conducts examination as
to whether or not they should be included in the final order. (para 129)
Issue:

Should med-arb clauses in the Minutes be included in the final order?

Decision:
No. The med-arb clauses in the Minutes were not included in the final order.
them with four clauses which essentially say parties shall mediate but
replaced
Nolan
Justice
may arbitrate if they choose. If they do not agree to arbitrate, either can commence court.
“The evidence that was given by both parties at trial leaves me with serious
Quote:
concerns about whether this is an appropriate case to include a requirement to mediate/arbitrate
as part of a final court order and, thus, to make it mandatory especially in light of Mrs.
Wainwright’s obvious ambivalence about the mediation process. This concern is based on the
principle that the best interests of the child remain paramount in any decision involving the
child.” (para 136)
“Courts should defer to the terms set out in parties’ separation agreements where
Quote:
it clear that those agreements properly mirror their intentions and expectations, and where they
also comply with the objectives and directions set out in the Divorce Act. The corollary to this
would seem to be that where an agreement is not made in accordance with the parties’ intentions
and expectations, or where it contravenes any of the objectives set out in the Divorce Act, it may
be open to a reviewing court to make an order that is inconsistent with the parties’ agreement.
Although it is important for the courts to emphasize certainty in legal relations, this should not be
done at the expense of ensuring that agreements are “fairly negotiated and comply substantially
with statutory objectives” (L.MP. v. L.S., 2011. SCC) (para 166)
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Quote:
“Based on the authorities outlined above, it is clear that the Superior Court of
Justice can refuse to give judicial approval to the mediation!arbitration clause contained in the
parties’ minutes of settlement, provided it is determined that to do otherwise would risk the best
interests of the child. The Superior Court’s jurisdiction to do so is grounded in both its parens
patriae jurisdiction (s. 69 of the children ‘s Law Reform Act), the statutory requirement to
disregard domestic agreements where they do not accord with the best interests of the child (s.
56(1) of the Family Law Act), and its general duty not to abdicate responsibility for custody and
access issues to third parties.” (para 167)
Comment:
Relevance is high due to excellent discussion about whether mediation is
appropriate in cases of abuse and whether judge went too far in interfering with parties’ ability to
reach their own decision about future process. Case is relevant as it will be (and already has
become) a “go to” case for folks seeking to extricate themselves from med-arb process. Case
contains excellent discussion about alternative dispute resolution principles, screening for abuse,
proper protocol for mediator training and guidelines for mediators and arbitrators.
Comment:
Good lesson for counsel. Get your endorsement on the Minutes before the
testimony begins on the unresolved issues!
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Case #13

—

Kroupis-Yanovski v. Yanov ski

Released:

September 2012

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Herman J.

Cite:

2012 CarswellOnt 11826 (Ont, S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

John Schuman and Aaron Franks

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Stephen Grant

Facts:
Parties agreeing to “final offer selection” as means of resolving their dispute.
Parties agreeing that Stephen Grant, as arbitrator, select one party’s offer over the other.
Arbitrator selecting wife’s offer. Despite agreeing to the process, husband appealing, on the
following grounds:
(i)

Final offer selection was ill-suited to resolve multiple issues;

(ii)

The process did not include an opportunity to provide sworn testimony or crossexamination; and

(iii)

The arbitrator’s reasons were inadequate.

Issue:

Is final offer selection a permissible process in family law arbitrations where the
parties have agreed to the process?

Decision:

Yes. Appeal dismissed.

Family law arbitrations are not required to mirror the court process. In choosing arbitration over
court, the parties chose a process which they hoped would be speedier and less expensive. After
agreeing to final offer selection, the appellant confirmed his support for the process and even
refused to alter it when given the opportunity to do so.
The process complied with the minimum requirements applicable to family law arbitrations: the
parties were treated equally and fairly and; each was given an opportunity to present his or her
case and to respond to the other’s case. The arbitrator applied the law of Ontario and Canada
and no other law. There was no evidence of unfairness, inequality of bargaining power or
duress. Each party was represented by counsel.
The arbitrator’s reasons were adequate. He explained why he reached his decision and the
reasons were sufficient for the purpose of appeal.
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Quote (on the definition of final offer selection):
“In its simplest form, final offer selection is a process by which each party submits an offer and
the decision-maker selects one of those offers.” (para 25)
Good quote (on why arbitration does not need to mirror court as a process):
“it is evident from the statutory provisions that the arbitration process need not be the same as a
court process. Section 26(l) of the Arbitration Act enables an arbitrator to determine the
procedure to be followed and provides that the arbitration may be on the basis of documents or
the arbitrator may hold hearings for the presentation of evidence and oral argument.
There are, however, minimum requirements that apply to the arbitration process: (i) the parties
must be treated equally and fairly; (ii) each party must have an opportunity to present a case and
respond to the case of the other party; and (iii) the arbitration must be conducted in accordance
with the law of Ontario and Canada and no other law.” (paras 75 & 76)
Comment: Relevance is high because this is the only (and thus leading) case on final offer
selection as an alternative dispute resolution option. As a caution, arbitrators should never
impose F.O.S. on parties. The terms of the process must be extremely clear to everyone. And
always agreed to. By everyone. In writing. And then incorporated into a consent arbitral award.
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Case #14

—

Palmer v. Palmer

Released:

June 2010

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Ferguson J.

Cite:

2010 CarswellOnt 4234 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Jaret Moldaver and James Herbert

Arbitrator:

Doug Millstone

Facts:
Father appealed from arbitrator’s findings re: value of his business interests at
separation, mother’s income, reliability of his financial statements and finding that at marriage
he had a loan not a gift. Parties’ med-arb agreement only allowed for appeals based on questions
of law.
Decision:
Appeal allowed in part. The arbitrator’s finding re: value of business interests
constituted an error of law. The balance of the father’s appeal was dismissed.
Quote #1 (On standard of review on appeals):
“An arbitrator’s decision deserves as much defence on appeal as does a decision of a trial judge”
(para3)
Quote #2 (On standard of review on appeals):
Court quotes with approval from Gray v. Busby:
“The arbitrator, in reaching the terms of an award, sits in the same position as a judge does in a
lower court, when the decision is appealed to a higher court. Certain decisions are discretionary
under statute law and as applied in case law. Therefore, for a decision to be overturned on
appeal, it must be found that the Judge erred at law and the decision made was not correct, or
that the judge made a palpable and overriding error in a question of mixed fact and law.” (para 5)
Quote (on what “palpable and overriding error” is or isn’t):
-

“The “palpable and overriding” standard demands strong appellate deference to findings of fact
made at trial. Some regard the standard as neutering the appellate process and precluding the
careful second hard look at the facts that justice sometimes demands. This viewpoint is tenable
only if facts found on appeal are more likely to be accurate than those determinations made at
trial, If findings of fact were to be made on appeal they might be different from those made at

trial. Most cases that go through trial and onto appeal will involve evidence open to more than
one interpretation. Merely because an appellate court might view the evidence differently from
the trial judge and make different findings is not, however, any basis for concluding that the
appellate court’s findings will be more accurate and its result more consistent with the justice of
the particular case than the result achieved at triaL” (para 8)
Quote (on distinction between question of law and question of mixed fact and law):
“Questions of law are questions about what the correct legal test is; questions of fact are
questions about what actually took place between the parties; and questions of mixed law and
fact are questions about whether the facts satisfy the legal tests.” (para 9)
Comment: Relevance is high. re: good quotes on tests on standard of review but the court’s
decision that arbitrator’s finding of the value of the husband’s business interests was an error of
law is puzzling, especially given context that all of his other findings which husband challenged
were upheld.
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Case #15A

—

Moran v. Cunningham (No. 1)

Released:

January 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Jarvis J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 6323 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Phil Epstein/Sheila Gibb vs. Mr. Cunningham (self-represented)

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

Tom Bastedo

Facts:
The parties entered into a medlarb agreement in Feb/March 2007 providing for no
right of appeal. Both had independent legal advice and were advised of pending amendments to
the Family Law Act. New amendments passed on April 30, 2007, one of which provided that
parties can no longer contract out of the right to appeal on questions of law.

Parties had arbitration on one issue in August 2007. Man appealed. Initially, woman took
position there could be no appeal but then six months later agreed he could appeal without leave.
Man brought motion that entire arbitration should be void and/or voidable because a new
med/arb agreement should have been prepared and signed which provided the right to appeal as
set out in the new legislation.
Decision:
For woman. The legislation had no retroactive effect. The man’s motion was
dismissed and a timetable was set for perfecting his appeal on a question of law alone. Costs
fixed at $10,000.
Quote:
“It is legal bedrock that legislation affecting a citizen’s substantive rights can have
no retroactive affect unless that result is clearly stated in the legislation.” (para 8)
Comment:
Once the woman changed her position and conceded the man could appeal
without leave, he should have abandoned his motion. Looks like he got greedy. Relevance high
due to cases 2 and 3.
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Case #15B

—

Moran v. Cunningham (No. 2)

Released:

June 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Horkins J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 3974 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Phil Epstein!Sheila Gibb vs. Mr. Cunningham (self-represented)

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Tom Bastedo

Facts:
In this instalment the woman asked for an order dismissing the man’s second s. 46
motion to set aside Mr. Bastedo’s award and an order dismissing the man’s appeal. The grounds
were that he failed to pay costs previously ordered against him, one for $10,000 (see case No. 1
above) and $1,500 ordered three weeks before this motion was argued. Both costs orders were to
be paid “forthwith”. Following Justice Jarvis’s disposition of case No. 1, the man brought a
motion for alleged bias against the arbitrator and complaints relating to the arbitrator’s decision.
Decision:
The man’s appeal could proceed only if he paid both cost orders no later than
twelve days before the appeal is set to be heard. Rule 14(23) of the Family Law Rules applied.
The second s. 46 motion was dismissed because he should have included these grounds in his
first motion.

Quote (on costs):
“In my view, Mr. Cunningham’s alleged inability to pay is not a reason to
exempt him from the operation of the rules. His inability to pay was raised before Justice Jarvis
and the order was made without any conditions or exceptions. There are no conditions or
exceptions attached to Justice Ferrier’ s cost order. As Quinn J. stated in Gordon v. Starr at
paragraph 19 “If the ability to pay costs is ever relevant, it is upon the making of the order, not
when compliance is in issue.” (para 66)
Quote (on costs):
“Too often parties take a casual approach to compliance with costs orders.
I agree with the following passage from Gordon v. Starr at paragraph 23:
Subrule 14(23) should not be taken lightly. It means what it says. It recognizes the
offensiveness of allowing a party to obtain relief while in breach of a court order. Court orders
are not made a form of judicial exercise. An order is an order, not a suggestion. Non
compliance must have consequences. One of the reasons that many family proceedings

degenerate into an expensive merry-go-round is the all too common casual approach to
compliance with court orders.” (para 67)
Quote: (on second s. 46 motion): “When Mr. Cunningham brought his first s. 46 motion
before Justice Jarvis, he should have pursued the issue of alleged bias, and any other proper
ground allowed by s. 46, in aid of his attempt to set aside the Arbitration Award, He had the
opportunity and the ability, as well as the obligation to do so. As the court stated in Rathwell v.
Hershey Canada Inc. [2001] O.J. No. 3730 (Ont. C.A.) at paragraph 6, “A party cannot re
litigate a claim that it could have raised in an earlier proceeding.” Litigation by installments will
not be tolerated.” (paras. 83 & 84)
Comment:
courts.

Quinn J.’s quote on compliance with costs has become very popular with other
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Case #15C

—

Moran v. Cunningham (No. 3)

Released:

December 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Greer J,

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 8359 (Ont, S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Phil Epstein/Sheila Gibb vs. Mr. Cunningham (self-represented)

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Tom Bastedo

This is the appeal by the man of Mr. Bastedo’s final arbitration award. In it, he
Facts:
awarded the woman a 30% interest and the man a 70% interest in the parties’ residence they
owned as tenants in common. The transfer/deed did not state how the parties owned the
property. The man raised numerous grounds for appeal, including that the arbitrator went on a
“frolic of his own” in creating and inventing his own solutions to issues not before him.
The man’s appeal was dismissed except for one minor ground. Other than this
Decision:
minor point, the court found the arbitrator applied the proper principles and legal tests for
determining the issues of constructive trust. There was no evidence the arbitrator went on a
frolic of his own and failed to decide issues within the boundaries of the pleadings.
Quote (on the correct test):
“The parties both agree that the test on such an Appeal is one of correctness as set out in Housen
v. Nikolaisen, 2002 CarswellSask 178 (S.C.C.) and that the Appellant must show that the
Arbitrator erred at law in coming to the conclusions that he did and in making the Award he did
in the Arbitration. In Housen, supra, the Court in paragraph 101 says that questions of law are
questions about what the correct legal test is. In paragraph 105, the Court says that an appellate
court reviews a trial judge’s findings on questions of law not merely to determine if they are
reasonable, but rather to determine if they are correct. The same test applies to the findings of an
arbitrator.” (para 10)
Quote (on s. 45 of Arbitration Act):
“I agree with the Respondent (woman) that the Appellant (man) based most of his argument on
factual issues or issues of mixed fact and law, not errors of law. As Madam Justice Horkins said
in paragraphs 23 and 24 of S.(A.) v. G.(J), (2008) CarswellOnt 7280 (Ont. S.C.J.) that S. 45 of
the Arbitration Act sets out the right to appeal an arbitration award, and unless the parties agree
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on more expansive types of appeal, there can only be an appeal on a question of law with leave
of the court, That principle applied in this Arbitration.” (para 47)
Commcnt:
If you haven’t had your fill of Moran v. Cunningham there’s more: see 2010
CarswellOnt 6444 (Ont. S.C.J.). Decided by Mr. Justice Echlin only a few months before his
unexpected passing. it’s a successful motion by the former wife for an order that Mr.
Cunningham’s statement of claim against her and her previous lawyer for fraud, deceit,
fraudulent misrepresentation, breach of fiduciary duty and other relief be struck, with costs fixed
at $18,000. The husband’s unsuccessful appeal of this order is at 2011 CarswellOnt 5248 (Ont.
C.A.).
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Case #16

—

B. (S.G.) v. L (S.J.) (No, 1)

Released:

February 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judges:

Herman J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 647 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Jan Weir & Jaret Moldaver

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Dr. Ted Horowitz

Facts:
Parties agreed to mediation!arbitration. Issue was whether father had alienated
the two children, now teenagers, from mother. Arbitrator found for mother and awarded her
custody for purpose of taking children to parental alienation family workshop run by Dr. Richard
Warshak in United States.
Father appealed the award on numerous grounds and brought application for judicial review
based on allegations of bias, that the award was not fair to the children and lack of jurisdiction.
Father also appealed interim ruling by arbitrator where arbitrator refused Mother seeks
enforcement of award. Bias allegation related to comments made by arbitrator during mediation
phase where he asked questions and expressed interests in the alienation workshop. Father
alleging arbitrator made findings unsupported by the evidence. Father alleging the arbitrator was
unfair to the children. Father alleging the use to which the Warshak report put was an error.
Father also appealing on grounds that arbitrator failed to order an assessment as to whether
workshop in children’s best interests.
Decision re: Bias:
For mother. No bias shown. Arbitrator’s statements did not indicate he
had made a final opinion on the issue or formed a final opinion on the application of the theory
of alienation to the facts of the case or the appropriateness of the workshop as a remedy.
Quote (re: bias):
“The general test for bias was articulated by the Supreme Court of Canada
in the case of Roberts v, R., [2003] 2 S.C.R. 259 (S.C.C.), para 60:
[T]he apprehension of bias must be a reasonable one, held by reasonable and
right minded persons, applying themselves to the question and obtaining
thereon the required information. In the words of the Court of Appeal, that test
is “what would an informed person, viewing the matter realistically and
practically and having thought the matter through conclude. Would [that
informed person] think that it is more likely than not that [the decision-maker],
whether consciously or unconsciously, would not decide fairly.” (para 41)
—

—
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Quote (re: bias): “The party alleging bias must establish that the decision-maker has prejudged
the matter such that any representations would be futile. Expressions of view by the arbitrator
may give rise to an appearance of bias if they are “the expression of a final opinion on the matter,
which cannot be dislodged” (Old St. Bomface Residents Assn. Inc. v. Winnspeg (‘City), [1990] 3
S.C.R. 1170 (S.C.C.), atpara. 57).” (para. 51)
Decision re: Findings: For mother. While father may disagree with the arbitrator’s
interpretation of the evidence and his findings, court could not conclude that the findings were
unsupported by the evidence so as to give rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias.
Decision re: Fairness to Children: For mother. Lack of fairness to children not one of the
grounds set out in section 46 of Arbitration Act. Even if it was, court could not conclude
arbitrator was unfair to the children. The children did not have their own lawyer but parties
agreed to have their wishes put forth by a lawyer and social worker (Linda Perlis).
Decision re: Jurisdiction: For mother. Given that the award was fashioned in such a way that
the decision-making was left to the custodial parent, it was not problematic by reason that it
could involve the child going to another jurisdiction.
Important Quote: “Decision-making by the custodial parent is an incident of custody. It would
include the custodial parent’s ability to enroll the child in a program in the United States and
have individuals escort the child to that program.” (para. 70)
Decision re: Dr. Warshak’s recommendations: For father. Appeal allowed. Court found that
arbitrator relied heavily on his testimony on the testimony of Dr. Warshak in reaching his
conclusion that the workshop was in the children’s best interests. While Dr. Warshak explicitly
declined to make recommendations with respect to these two children because he had never met
with or observed them, the arbitrator referred to Dr. Warshak’s recommendations and relied on
them in reaching his conclusion that the Workshop was in these children’s best interests. This
was, in the court’s opinion, a fundamental error. (para. 97)
Decision re: Assessment: For father. Appeal allowed. Arbitrator ruled that an assessment was
not necessary, in part, because a custody/access assessment had already been prepared by Dr.
Awad, since deceased. However, since arbitrator ruled in a prior motion that Dr. Awad’s report
was inadmissible, that evidence was not available and could not be relied on as a reason for
denying another assessment.
Arbitrator also erred in not considering the reasons why an
assessment might have been useful in the case, namely, the extreme nature of the remedy, the
younger child’s special needs and the potential impact of the younger child from his older
brother, whose consent was required to attend the workshop due to his age.
Arbitrator also erred in ruling that assessment not necessary because he could take his own
experience as a custody/access assessor into account, failing to consider any other remedies other
than the workshop and failing to referring to children’s specific conditions, means and
circumstances.
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Important Quote: “The role of an assessor is to assess and report to the court. That is a very
different role than that of the arbitrator, notwithstanding the arbitrator’s experience in doing
assessments. The arbitrator’s experience can only be brought to bear on the evidence. The
arbitrator cannot create evidence.” (para. 105)
Important Quote: “A determination of what is in a child’s best interests is a case-specific
determination. What is appropriate in one case, may not be appropriate in another. It was, in my
opinion, an error in law not to consider the children’s particular needs and circumstances in
determining that the Family Workshop was in their best interests.” (para. 117)
Comment: Relevance is high re: bias, but low on other items as decision by Mesber J; 2010
upheld arbitrator’s award: 2010 CanLii 2782 (ON-SCJ).

Case #16B

—

13. (S.C.) v. L. (S.J.) (No. 2)

Released:

May 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Herman J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 2660 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Jan Weir & Harold Niman/Jaret Moldaver

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Dr. Ted Horowitz

Facts:
In light of decision released in February 2009 allowing father’s appeal (see case
#23), hearing held to determine appropriate disposition. Mother (alienated parent) proposing
sole custody with counseling or incorporating entire award into decision or sole custody with no
access for a period of time or stay of final disposition pending assessment. Father (alienating
parent) proposing entire arbitration award should be set aside. Children 15 and 18 by this point.
Decision:
Entire arbitration award set aside. Even though the judge had the benefit of the
arbitrator’s reasons which clearly established finding of severe parental alienation, extensive
submissions from counsel about Dr. Warshak’s Family Workshop and testimony from Dr.
Barbara Fidler (a psychologist, therapist and mediator who agreed to act as counselor) Justice
Herman felt the evidentiary record was insufficient to enable her to conclude that the mother’s
proposed remedy a combination of sole custody, no contact by the father and counseling with
enforcement mechanisms would be in the younger child’s best interests. No order made
except that if either side would like a trial, it should be expedited.
—

—

Quote: “The legal errors in the arbitration award concerned the remedy for parental alienation,
not the finding that parental alienation had occurred. In reaching my decision on disposition, I
have considered the desirability of addressing the estrangement between the mother and her
children. However, the problem with fashioning an appropriate remedy is that I do not have an
adequate evidentiary basis to enable me to determine what remedy would be in [the child’s] best
interests.” (para 47)
Comment:
Head-scratching stuff. Not interfering with the arbitrator’s findings about
parental alienation but refusing to do anything about it makes little sense.
Update:
After an updated custody/access assessment by Sol Goldstein, expert help from a
parenting expert (Barb Fidler) and a trial before Mesbur J. in May 2010, she made a final order
consistent with the arbitrator’s findings, granting the mother sole custody and authorizing her to
take the alienated child to the workshop: 2010 CarswellOnt 4782 (Ont. S.C.J.). Father then had
the alienated child retain counsel (Jeffrey Wilson) and after two trips to the Court of Appeal
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[2010 CarswellOnt 6301 (Ont, C.A.) and 2010 CarswellOnt 6531 (Ont. C.A.)J, the case settled
and the child now has a relationship with mother.
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Case #17

—

EE v. FF and GG

Released:

October 2007

Court:

Ontario Court of Justice

Judge:

Spence J.

Cite:

2007 CarswellOnt 6462 (Ont. C,J.)

Lawyers:

Brahm Siegel, Martha McCarthy & Kelly Jordan

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

None

Facts:
Three parties (two lesbian mothers and biological father) having child together.
Agreement signed when child born in 2001 in which parties agree to submit any issues in dispute
to mediation/arbitration with senior family lawyer and child psychologist. Father having regular
access. Mothers unilaterally decreeing access to be supervised in summer of 2007. Father
commences Application and seeks temporary order restoring access pursuant to 2001 agreement
and submitting matter to arbitration. Mothers opposing motion, arguing for stay.
Decision:

For the father. Access restored and matter referred to arbitration.

Quote:
“The mother relies on section 6 of the Arbitration Act as an absolute bar by the
court to intervene in matters covered by the Act. Both parties agree that the Act applies.
However, the Act provides that one of the exceptions to non-intervention by the court in the face
of a mandatory med/arb provision is when intervention becomes necessary “to prevent unequal
or unfair treatment of parties to arbitration agreements”. (para 15)
Quote:
“In my view, it would be “unfair treatment” of the father to permit the mother in
the absence of a true emergency affecting the best interests of the child to impose a unilateral
change in the access arrangement, without having first obtained an order from a mediator or
arbitrator, or a court order. However, this is precisely what she did. In effect, by acting in the
way she did, she was saying to the father “I can make these changes without a medlarb order or,
indeed, without any process whatsoever, but if you wish to revert to the prior access
arrangement, to which we all previously agreed, you will first have to get that medlarb order,
however long it may take to engage that process”. The mother, while herself feeling that she was
not bound by any process, was quite content to hold the father’s feet to the fire of the very
strictest of process.” (para. 16)
—

—

Quote:
“I consider such conduct by the mother, exercised without any process
whatsoever, to be high-handed and entirely unfair, not only to the father but, more important, to
the child. It is not the type of conduct that a court ought to condone by permitting the mother to
rely on the provisions of the Act as a sword against any emergency relief sought by the father in
court in response to the mother’s unilateral action.” (para, 17)
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Quote:
“If I am wrong in my foregoing analysis, there is a second reason that I have
concluded this court has the jurisdiction to intervene. Although courts give great weight to
mandatory medJarb provisions and will decline jurisdiction in appropriate cases, the courts will
also assume jurisdiction and intervene when it is necessary to do so in the best interests of
children” (para. 18)
Comment:
Relevance is high as this is one of the few cases where a judge intervened when
parties had already agreed to mediation-arbitration, although case mentioned did not follow
McAllister & Grant.
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Case #18

—

DeCraemer v. DeCraemer

Released:

February 2012

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Bielby J.

Cite:

2012 CarswellOnt 2385 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Gary Joseph/K. Stock and Diane Kiukach

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

AIf Mamo

Facts:
Parties signed minutes of settlement on eve of arbitration, later incorporated into
consent arbitral award. Unfortunately, they failed to include a clause confirming which of them
would be responsible for a large amount of capital gains tax on shares the wife disposed after
separation. For various reasons, the wife took position with CRA that the taxes were owed by
the husband. After arbitral award made, CRA contacted husband and informed him he may be
made a party to the tax appeal.

Each side then sought enforcement of the arbitral award but neither felt s/he should have to pay
the tax (about $485,000). Husband argued that since the award was silent on the issue, the debt
was the wife’s responsibility since it was in her name. The wife argued if CRA calls on husband
to pay the taxes he should have to pay and it had nothing to do with the arbitral award.
Issue:

Should the arbitral award be enforced?

Decision:
No. This was a case of mutual mistake. The agreement ought not to be enforced
and should be set aside. The parties can continue with their litigation.
Quote:
“On an objective basis a reasonable man would say the parties misunderstood one
another and are at cross-purposes. The potential tax liability is so large that one would think it
should have been specifically addressed.” (para 53)
Quote (on mistake): “Both parties acknowledge they would not have agreed to the deal if they
knew they would be responsible for the debt. Given the value of the risk as compared to the
overall settlement, a reasonable man could conclude a mutual mistake”. (para 55).
Quote:
“With respect to unilateral mistake, the husband did not contemplate that he
would be at risk in regards to the tax debt and it was not his intention to bear that risk.” (para 58)
Comment:
arbitration.

Relevance is high due to it being the only case dealing with “mistake” in an
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Case #19A

—

Ferreira v. Esteireiro

Released:

July 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Mesbur J.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 9235 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Jeanie DeMarco and Judith Nicoll

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Cheryl Goidhart

Facts:
Wife moving in court for leave to appeal arbitral award. The only question at the
arbitration was whether a terminating event had occurred which would end the wife’s entitlement
to spousal support. The arbitration agreement only provided for appeals on questions of law with
leave. Husband argued no appeal was possible since no errors were made and if there were any
they were not questions of law. Husband seeking security for costs if leave is granted.
Issues: Was the issue of whether a terminating event had occurred a question of law?
Decision:
The issue was not solely a question of law because the arbitrator, in deciding
whether a terminating event had occurred, considered all the facts in support of and that militated
against such a finding. At the very least, therefore, the issue was of mixed fact and law which
meant it could not be a question of law alone. Leave to appeal was therefore denied.
Quote (on correct standard):

“Questions of law are questions about what the correct legal test is. Questions of fact are
questions about what actually took place between the parties. Questions of mixed law and fact
are questions about whether the facts satisfy the legal test: Canada (Director ofInvestigation and
Research, Competition Act) v. Southam Inc., [1997] 1 S.C.R. 758 at 35.” (para 22)
Comment:

Very good analysis.
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Case #198

—

Ferreira v. Esteireiro (#2)

Released:

August 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Sachs J.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 12251 (Ont. S.CJ.).

Lawyers:

Jeanie DeMarco and Judith Nicoll

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Cheryl Goldhart

Facts:
After decision in case #1, husband moved for enforcement. Wife applied to set
aside award under s. 46(1) of the Act, arguing (for the most part) similar grounds as alleged in
motion for leave to appeal.
Issues:

Was there any merit to the appeal?

Decision:
No. The application to set aside was simply an attempt to reargue the issues
raised unsuccessfully on the motion for leave to appeal. To allow its existence to stand in the
way of the husband’s ability to enforce the award would be to undermine the regime in place to
ensure the enforceability of family arbitration awards.
Comment:
One novel claim wife made was that arbitrator was biased because she was a
“good friend” of husband’s counsel. No evidentiary basis for this assertion. In addition, wife’s
counsel had suggested arbitrator, while husband’s counsel had put forward other names.
Comment:

Two further reported decision on this file are:

(i)

2013 CarswellOnt 15557 (Ont. S.C.J.) in which husband sought an order for
security for costs in the amount of $100,000, and was granted $16,000; and

(ii)

2013 CarswellOnt 18059 (Ont. S.C.J.) in which, following Mesbur J.’s decision
on the leave to appeal issue, wife issued an Amended Application seeking
basically the same relief as in her motion for leave to appeal. Husband’s
successful motion for order dismissing the wife’s case on summary judgment
basis argued in November 2013 and granted by Stevenson J. on December 23,
2013. Judge found this was basically a re-litigation of issues previously decided
by the arbitrator, all upheld by Mesbur J. on various grounds already discussed.
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Case #20

—

Kolupanowicz v. Cunnison

Released:

April 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Quinn J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 2247 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Malte von Anrep, Q.C. & Dee Smith

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Husband proposing Rick Shields
Wife proposing Gerry Sadvari

Parties agreed to mediationlarbitration. Issue was whether husband’s spousal
Facts:
support payments should be terminated or varied. Separation agreement provided for the parties
to “mutually agree” on a mediator/arbitrator. Problem was no mechanism provided for the
appointment of a mediator/arbitrator where the parties could not agree. And they couldn’t.
Each party brought motion for their choice for arbitrator, plus wife’s lawyer arguing Family
Court judge has no jurisdiction to appoint arbitrator. Husband’s lawyer arguing arbitrator should
have no prior connection with either counsel.
For wife. The Family Court is without jurisdiction to appoint an arbitrator under
Decision:
the Arbitration Act. There is no general juridical authority to appoint an arbitrator. The power
to make such appointment is limited to the “court” as defined in the Arbitration Act, 1991, that is
If the legislature had intended “court” to include the
to say, the Superior Court of Justice.
Family Court, it would have been a simple matter to add that court to the definition. Section
2L8 of the Courts of Justice Act sets out the statutes in respect of which the Family Court has
jurisdiction. The Arbitration Act is not one of those statutes. If the application to appoint had
been combined with a proceeding commenced in Family Court it would have been open for a
judge of that court to grant leave to hear and determine both matters. However, in this case the
request for appointment was not combined with a proceeding. Thus, the Family Court had no
jurisdiction to hear it.
Alternate Decision: Justice Quinn went on to consider who should be selected as arbitrator in
the event he was in error. On this point he selected Mr. Sadvari as arbitrator on the basis of his
having overall better qualifications, his confirmation of being able and willing to arbitrate in
either jurisdiction (Toronto or Burlington), his providing a fee schedule and confirming he had
no conflict. No such evidence from husband’s proposed arbitrator.
Comment: Section 10(1) of the Arbitration Act provides that the “court” (Superior Court) may
appoint the arbitrator(s) if the arbitration agreement provides no procedure for appointment, or a
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person with power to appoint the tribunal has not done so after a party has given the person
seven days notice to do so. There is no appeal from the court’s appointment: s. 10(2).
Comment #2:
The court noted that even if the matter were properly before the Family
Court a motion was not the proper vehicle for the relief sought. Since this was not a motion to
change or a motion otherwise within an application the matter should have been brought by
application, not motion. Rule 7(6) of the Rules outlines the situations where a motion is proper
and a motion to appoint an arbitrator is not one of them.
Comment #3:
Some separation agreements. as this one, contemplate that until
‘negotiations” have been exhausted, neither party may initiate litigation or rnediationlarbitration.
But, what, exactly constitutes negotiation? Quinn J has a good answer to that:
“Negotiate” may be defined as: “To bargain in good faith with a view to the conclusion of
an agreement or the revision or renewal of an existing agreement”: see Daphne A. Dukelow
and Betsy Nuse, The Dictionary of Canadian Law (Scarborough: Carswell, 1991). There
have been 12 months of correspondence and telephone calls between [the parties]. .1 think
that this trail of to-and-fro correspondence, telephone calls and exchanged views qualifies
as negotiations.” (paras. 87 & 88)
.

Quote:
Justice Quinn rejected the argument by the husband’s lawyer that the arbitrator
must have no prior experience with either counsel, as mediator, arbitrator or opposing counsel on
any previous file:
“In his letter to Ms. Smith..., Mr. von Anrep stated that, to be acceptable, the arbitrator
must have “no prior connection with either of us.” In other words, the arbitrator must have
never opposed counsel in any previous file or acted as mediator or arbitrator for either
counsel. Such a position is untenable, as Ms. Smith correctly argues. Otherwise, mediators
and arbitrators would have very brief careers. An arbitrator’s previous dealings with
counsel, alone, do not give rise to a reasonable apprehension of bias.” (paras. 96 and 97).
Comment:
Make sure the separation agreement contemplates how the mediator/arbitrator
will be selected in the event the parties cannot agree. As Justice Quinn states, “an ounce of
anticipation is worth a pound of litigation” (para 1). And if you want to bring an application in
Family Court for the appointment of an arbitrator, make sure you couple it with a request for
other relief.
Comment:
Relevance is high as this is the only reported case on court having to select
between two proposed arbitrators.
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Case #21

—

Gray v. Busby

Released:

June 2008

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Greer J.

Cite:

2008 CarswellOnt 4045 (Ont. S.CJ.)

Lawyers:

Judith Nicoll & Edwin Flak/Todd Slonim

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Terry Caskie

Facts:
After a four-day hearing on property and support issues, arbitrator released award.
The mother appealed parts of it but at the appeal brought a motion to enforce the parts she agreed
with.
Decision:

For the Respondent/Father. Motion dismissed.

Important Quote: “Under ordinary circumstances, if no appeal was in the offing, a Judge of
this Court has the authority to make orders on the same terms as the award. In subsection
59.8(4)(a) of the Family Law Act, reference is made to an appeal. Such orders can only be made
if the time for an appeal or an application to set it aside has passed. In the case before me, it is
clear that the Appellant is dissatisfied with the award and does want to appeal it. In my view the
Appellant cannot have it both ways under the Family Law Act. That is, she cannot have some
parts of the award converted into orders, leaving other parts to be appealed. Subsection (b) states
that no order shall be made if, “there is an appeal pending”. (para 15)
Important Quote #2: “The arbitrator, in reaching the terms of an award, sits in the same
position as a judge does in a lower court, when the decision is appealed to a higher court.
Certain decisions are discretionary under statute law and as applied in case law. Therefore, for a
decision to be overturned on appeal, it must be found that the Judge erred at law and the decision
made was not correct. or that the judge made a palpable and overriding error in a question of
mixed fact and law.” (para. 27)
Comment:
If you want to enforce and appeal an award, appeal first. Once the appeal has
been resolved, then move to enforce. Good relevance in terms of standard of review.
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Case #22

—

Baetans v. Arthurs

Released:

April 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Divisional Court)

Judge:

Matlow. Swinton. Whitaker JJ.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 5112 (Ont. S.C.J. Div. CL)

Lawyers:

Carol Cochrane for Ms. Arthurs. Mr. Beatans represented himself.

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Ron Stewart, MSW, RSW.

Facts:
Parties agreeing to be bound by the parenting recommendations of Mr. Stewart,
an experienced assessor. Parties signing mediation-arbitration agreement with Mr. Stewart who
conducts a custody/access assessment under the CLRA.

Father doing better than mother under the assessment. Terms of assessment incorporated into
court order by Polowin J, most important being for parallel parenting under week-on, week-off
regime. Mother later appealing that order saying it was not in the children’s best interests and
the assessor’s report contained serious errors.
Issues:

(i)

Did Polowin J. err in failing to consider the children’s best interests?

(ii)

Is the order contrary to the children’s best interests because the assessor failed to
consider their best interests?

(iii)

Did the assessor misapprehend information given to him and fail to make necessary
inquiries?

Decision:

No to each question. Appeal dismissed in a 2-1 split.

There was no need for judicial intervention here. The parties preserved their right of appeal in
the event the assessor/arbitrator made an error of law or fact. Second, from his 77-page report, it
was clear he carefully considered the children’s best interests. Third, there is no indication the
children were at any risk as a result of the order. The parties implemented the recommendations
in October2011. six months before Polowin’s order was made.
Quote (in upholding assessor-arbitrator’s work):

“In my view, Polowin J. made no error in law in giving effect to the parties’ agreement to be
bound by the recommendations of the assessor. The parties here reasonably chose a very
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experienced assessor to make recommendations on custody and access, and they agreed to be
bound by those recommendations, rather than proceed to litigate those issues in the courts.
Courts generally respect the parents’ wishes as to how to resolve custody issues, unless there is a
demonstrated need to intervene in order to protect the best interests of the children. There are
real advantages to the parties in coming to their own agreement or in finding an alternative to the
court system, including costs savings and avoidance of the adversarial process of litigation.”
(para 23).
Good quote (on why Wainright should not be followed in this case>:
“This is not a case like Wainwright, where the trial judge was satisfied, after hearing evidence
regarding disputed issues of custody, that the mediatior/arbitrator mechanism the parties had
agreed upon was not workable and would not be in the child’s best interests, given the parents’
inability to communicate. Therefore, she refused to include this mechanism in the court order,
despite the parties’ agreement. In the present case, the parties agreed to be bound by the
recommendations of the assessor and consented to the inclusion of the recommendations in a
court order, while still preserving a broad right of appeal. While a judge may have power to
refuse to make an order implementing such an arrangement where it is in the best interests of the
children, in my view, the judge here was not required to hold a hearing and to determine the
issue of custody and access herself, as the appellant suggests.” (paras 27 & 28)
Comment:
Mother did herself no favours by waiting until a year after the assessorarbitrator’s report was released and six months after it was implemented before appealing. Fatal.
Although pretty fact specific, case is relevant for not following Wainwright.
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Case #23

—

Collie v. Collie

Released:

October 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Stevenson J.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 14875 (Ont. S.C.J.); 2013 CarswellOnt 15622 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Gary JosephlKristy Maurina and Ken Cole

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Aif Mamo

In course of court case prior to commencement of arbitration parties sign consent
Facts:
order requiring wife to obtain a “calculation valuation report” on her corporate interests. Wife
obtains such a report at her cost. During arbitration husband sought award that wife provide an
“independent business valuation” report. Arbitrator dismissed husband’s motion. Husband then
filed motion in court for leave to appeal dismissal of award.

Both sides agreed that husband required leave but differed over test. Husband argued test was s.
45(1) of Arbitration Act. Wife argued test was per R. 62.04(4) of the Rules of Civil Procedure
which is much more difficult to meet (requires court to find there is a conflicting decision by
another judge or court in Ontario or elsewhere on the matter and there appears to be good reason
to doubt the correctness of the order in question and the proposed appeal involves matters of
such importance that leave should be granted).
Issues:

What is the test for leave to appeal of an interim arbitral award? Should wife be
required to obtain further report?

The test for leave to appeal is s. 45(1) of the Arbitration Act which provides that
Decision:
leave shall only be granted if the court is satisfied the matters are sufficiently important and the
determination of the question of law at issue will significantly affect those rights. Wife was not
required to obtain further report. Any deficiencies in her expert’s evidence can be challenged by
husband at trial. Motion dismissed.
Although a novel point, a downright silly motion for the husband to have brought
Comment:
considering the parties’ arbitration agreement explicitly mentioned s. 45 applied to “any” award
on a question with law. Husband lucky he was assessed costs of only $9,000.
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Case #24

—

Starkman v. Starkman

Released:

February 2011

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Sachs J.

Cite:

2011 CarswellOnt 1333 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Avra Rosen and Michael Stangiarone

(Almost the)
Arbitrator: Linda Chodos
Facts:
agreement
Agreement
refused to
maintained
Lawyer.
Issue:
arbitrate?

After 13 months in mediation with Linda Chodos, parties signed a parenting
in January 2010.
One party had independent legal advice, the other did not.
said that certain issues were subject to arbitration with Linda Chodos. Mother later
attend for arbitration or to sign med-arb agreement with Ms. Chodos. Mother
there was no enforceable agreement and sought appointment of Office of Children’s

Is wife obligated to execute the med-arb agreement appointing Ms. Chodos to

Decision:
No. Two reasons. First, the parenting plan specified only certain issues were to
be arbitrated and none of those issues were now in dispute. Second, the parenting plan did not
meet the requirements for an enforceable med-arb agreement pursuant to the Arbitration Act, its
Regulation, and the Family Law Act, especially the clause which requires independent legal
advice by both parties before execution.
Comment:
Before the amendments in 2007 this kind of case would have likely been decided
with the opposite result, a Ia Marchese v. Marchese and Dormer v. McJannet.
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Case #25

—

Davies v. Davies

Released:

October 2011

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

A.J. Goodman J.

Cite:

2011 CarswellOnt 10947 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Sally Chiarelli and Steven McCutcheon

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Joaquin Mingorance

Facts:
The parties signed a rned/arb agreement on July 14, 2011. Both parties signed the
agreement but the wife never provided a certificate of independent legal advice or paid her
retainer. The husband claimed the agreement was valid. The wife claimed it was void or
voidable and not enforceable. An application was made to the court for a declaration as to
whether it was a valid and enforceable contract.
Decision:
The agreement is void and not enforceable. This conclusion was based on the
absence of an ILA certificate, the non-payment of a retainer by one party and the wording of the
agreement which contained a clause that said the agreement shall apply for a period of no less
than two months from the date the agreement is executed and may be extended with the written
consent of all parties. By September 14, 2011 the retainer had not been paid, the ILA certificate
not provided and no extension agreed to.
Quote:
“I agree with the [husband] in that it is preferable that the parties engage in
mediation in order to resolve their issues. The court encourages such activity where both parties
agree and are willing, able and prepared to engage in healthy discussions with the view to
resolving issues in a cooperative spirit. Whether it is hindsight, intentional behaviour, or a
misunderstanding of the role or scope of retainer for Mr. Mingorance, this resolve appears to be
absent in this case.” (para 27)
Comment:
Make it clear that you have no power to do anything until the med-arb agreement
is fully executed, with certificates of ILA attached and arbitrator’s certificate signed. Ensure this
is done on or before the first mediation session. Consistent with Starkman v. Starkman
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Case #26

—

Lougheed v. Ponomareva

Released:

June 2013

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Gray J.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 8615 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

John Cox and Glenroy Bastien

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Herschel Fogelman

Facts:
Parties sign med-arb agreement and after a full day of mediation (with counsel
present) sign comprehensive and final minutes of settlement in relation to all issues in their
marriage. Ten days later, Ms. Ponomareva changes counsel and seeks to have minutes set aside
alleging she did not understand what was going on at mediation or what she signed due to
medication she had taken. Mr. Lougheed then moved to enforce award, made by arbitrator,
pursuant to terms of minutes.
Issues:

Should the award be enforced or set aside?

Decision:

Enforced. Ms. Ponomareva’s motion dismissed.

There was no evidence of Ms. Ponomareva’s claims. Both parties were represented by
experienced counsel. They both understood Russian and English and therefore, one can assume,
without evidence to the contrary, that counsel would not permit their client to sign minutes of
settlement if there was any suggestion that the client did not understand what was going on.
Quote (in alleging one’s own lack of capacity to understand settlement as grounds for
setting aside settlement):
“[Ijn order for the respondent to rely on her alleged lack of capacity, it would be necessary for
her to show that the other party was aware of her lack of capacity, or had constructive notice of it
by virtue of circumstances that should have put the other party on his inquiry as to the state of
mind of the respondent. Even in cases of mental incompetence, a party seeking to escape the
terms of a contract must show not only that he or she was mentally incompetent, but also that the
other party knew it. This rule has been relaxed somewhat where it can be shown that the other
contracting party was aware of facts that should have put that party on notice that the state of
mind of the mentally incompetent person was in question.” paras 42, 43 & 44)
. .

. .
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Comment:
Former lawyer of Ms. Ponomareva swore affidavit for court proceeding
confirming her former client well understood what went on at mediation and the terms of
settlement. Ms. Ponomareva did not waive privilege and thus, court had serious concerns with
the filing of this affidavit and completely ignored it. Case stresses importance of obtaining clear
instructions in writing from client if privilege is going to be waived. In absence of such
instructions, counsel should not prepare such affidavits.
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Case #27— Seed v. Seed
Released:

July 2008

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

GrayJ.

Cite:

2008 CarswellOnt 4091 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Andreus Snelius & D. Gordon Morton

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Gary Direnfeld

Facts:
Social worker Direnfeld appointed as parenting co-ordinator with the powers of a
mediator/arbitrator. He issued eight decisions which mother asked court to incoq,orate into
order. Father opposed request, alleging arbitrator acted unfairly and should be removed. Father
did not, however, bring motion requesting arbitrator be removed as parenting co-ordinator.
Father asked for order that he not be required to pay his share of arbitrator’s fees until his motion
heard.
Decision:
For the mother. Motion dismissed. Father ordered to pay mother $4,000 to
defray the amounts she owes to arbitrator and to continue to pay his share of fees until the
appointment is revoked by the court or his appointment expires.
Important Quote: “In my view, unless and until an order is made removing Mr. Direnfeld as
arbitrator, or until his appointment has expired, it is improper for the respondent to refuse to pay
his share of Mr. Direnfeld’s fees and expenses. If the Court were to countenance such an
approach, it would seriously compromise the ability of the parties to utilize the services of
someone in the position of Mr. Direnfeld. Any time a party became dissatisfied with the conduct
of an arbitrator he or she has freely agreed to, or is dissatisfied with a decision made by the
arbitrator, that party could simply refuse to pay the arbitrator’s fees and disbursements, and the
process would come to a halt. In my view, self-help of this nature is not to be encouraged.”
(para. 8)
Comment: If you feel the arbitrator has acted unfairly, do not delay bring a motion for
removal forthwith. In this case, the arbitrator had been in place for over a year and he had issued
eight awards. Despite having many opportunities to bring a motion for removal, the father chose
not to do so. It was not open for him now to refuse to be bound by the very process he agreed to.
And no, you can’t refuse to pay your arbitrator if you don’t like his decision. Relevance is high
due to court’s comments on this point.
-
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Case #28

*

Desjardins v. Gillin

Released:

August 201 1

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Abrams 3.

Cite:

2011 CarswellOnt 14103 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Julius Dawn and Gordon Sheiner

Arbitrator:

Gary Steinberg

Facts:
Husband appealed costs award of $64,000, resulting from five awards made
during case. Husband’s appeal brought by way of Application. Wife brought motion to court for
directions. Wife asserted that the appeal should not proceed as a Rule 8 Application but rather,
as per Rule 38 of the Family Law Rules. Husband also alleging in his appeal that the costs award
should be set aside due to bias. Along with her motion for directions, wife brought motion for
summary judgment dismissing husband’s ground of appeal on bias.
Issue:
Does an appeal from an arbitral award proceed as per Rule 38 of the Family Law
Rules or as per Rule 8? The Arbitration Act mandates that the appeal of an arbitration award is
to be heard by the Family Court in areas where the Family Court has jurisdiction or the Superior
Court of Justice. The husband argued that since R. 3 8(4) only refers to appeals “from the
Ontario Court of Justice to the Superior Court of Justice”, then appeals from arbitral awards to
the Family Court can be heard by Application!
Decision #1: The procedure in R. 3 8(4) applies to appeals to the Family Court. To proceed to
trial as the means to dispose of this appeal, with or without viva voce evidence, would be
contrary to the overarching philosophy of the Rules and their stated objective as per Rule 2.
Rule 8 was never intended to be an appeal rule.
Decision #2: No bias. Husband had not appealed any of the six arbitration awards made on
the file to date, had not cited bias in his factum or written materials and failed to seek removal of
the arbitrator even after filing his appeal of the costs award. To find bias would “defy common
sense.”
Comment:
This case is really about the husband trying to get more evidence in on his appeal
by creative lawyering. Also, the case is a helpful reminder that in bias cases, you need to do
more than simply allege it at the last minute in oral submissions. You need to move swiftly and
ask for an order that the arbitrator be removed (see s. 13, Arbitration Act).
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Quote (on bias, citing Starr u. Gordon and Acirnovic and Acimovic):
The test is whether a reasonable and right-minded person, informed of all the circumstances
viewing the matter realistically and practically and having thought the matter through, would
conclude it was more likely than not that the arbitrator, whether consciously or unconsciously.
would decide fairly. In considering the allegations it is appropriate to consider the timing of the
complaint and the lack of steps to have the arbitrator removed.”
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Case #29

*

Janeliunas v. Janeliunas

Released:

November 2010

Court:

Ontario Court of Justice

Judge:

Zuker J.

Cite:

2010 CarswellOnt 10840 (Ont. C.J.)

Lawyers:

Glenda Perry and Steven Benmor

Arbitrator:

Ricki Harris

Facts: Final consent order reached in February 2006.
provision for future disputes.

Order containing standard med/arb

Dispute arising in 2007. Wife not agreeable to participating in med/arb process. Father
successful in obtaining order appointing arbitrator in January 2008. Mediarb agreement then
signed with Ricki Harris in June 2008.
After three mediation sessions, one disclosure order against husband, and a consent on parenting
issues, only outstanding issue was whether child support from 2006 Order should be varied.
Issue set for arbitration in August 2010. Arbitrator requesting retainer of $20,000.
Wife not wanting to proceed with arbitration. Wife filing motion to change in court and asking
court to order arbitration terminated and that court assume jurisdiction of matter on grounds issue
does not warrant the proposed expense in legal fees. Wife also alleging bias. Husband seeking
order staying motion to change.
Issue:

Should court grant motion to stay?

Decision:

Yes. Matter referred back to arbitration.

There was clearly an agreement to arbitrate. Not granting a stay would lead to potential of
multiplicity of proceedings and added cost and delay. Husband has not erected economic or
procedural barriers which may trump Wife’s substantive rights. Nothing in the facts taints the
integrity of the process agreed to by the parties. No basis to conclude any bias.
Good Quote (on courts not intervening generally):
“Contracting parties often specify that any disputes arising from their relationship are to be
arbitrated rather than litigated in the courts. When they do so, they are ordinarily entitled to have
their chosen method of dispute resolution respected by the courts. The modern approach is
reflected in Dell Computer Corp. v. Union des consommateurs, [2007] 2 S.C.R. 801 and Rogers
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Wireless Inc. v. Muroff [2007] 2 S.C,R. 921 (although these decisions deal with a stay of class
proceedings), to require parties to adhere to their choice and to view arbitration as an
autonomous, self-contained and self-sufficient process, presumptively immune from judicial
intervention...” (para 90)
This case is helpful when dealing with a litigant who argues that there can only be
Comment:
one mediation-arbitration arising out of an order with dispute resolution clauses. Once parties
agree to an alternative dispute resolution process to resolve all ongoing and future disputes they
will be held to it unless they agree otherwise or something in the initial order suggests it is
applicable only once.
If you believe the cost of the arbitration outweighs the benefits of any award
Comment:
arising from said arbitration, instead of pretending the med-arb agreement expires after one use
better options include: (1) bring motion for summary judgment before arbitrator; (2) bring
motion for directions for shorter, more efficient arbitration; or (3) settle.
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Case #30

—

Puigbonet-Crawford v Crawford

Released:

November 2006

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Howden J.

Cite:

2006 CarswellOnt 7282 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Self-represented wife & Leonard Mongillo

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Ronald A. Balinsky

Facts:
Parties agreed in separation agreement to settle any differences to
mediator/arbitrator. Parties used mediation process for years without invoking mandatory
arbitration. Applicant/Mother, frustrated with process. brings motion for contempt of court in
court, the issue not having been arbitrated. The father brings motion for a stay.
Decision:
For the Respondent/Father. The Applicant’s motion for contempt is stayed. All
issues in dispute arising from the parties’ agreement shall be submitted to arbitration.
Quote:
“The applicant submits that there is a power imbalance whereby the respondent
has a substantially higher income, she cannot now afford a lawyer, and he uses the mediation
process to continue abusing her. However, I find that at the time of the agreement, both parties
were represented by experienced counsel and during the years of conflict resolution both
continued not to proceed to arbitration but to attempt to resolve matters on their own with
counsel’s help. It was the applicant’s own decision not to go beyond correspondence and
individual attempts to resolve, as it was the respondent’s decision.” (para. 10)
Quote:
“The applicant’s concerns regarding the respondent’s alleged reliance on
ambiguities to his advantage, and preventing enforcement of the agreement, as well as her
concern over a potential denial of natural justice can all be dealt with by the arbitrator in a fair
and expeditious hearing where the applicant can put her case forward in accordance with all the
principles of natural justice. The problems she now suggests that she has have largely resulted
from her own decision not to go to arbitration over the last two years. The arbitration can
proceed much sooner than an eventual trial, particularly in view of the political failure to remedy
serious shortages ofjudicial/administrative resources in this region.” (para. 12)
Comment:
If you’re not happy with how things are going, get moving with your mediation
and failing agreement there, call it at an end and move the case into arbitration. Perhaps the
applicant was reluctant to do that in this case for financial considerations but simply ignoring the
process they had agreed to and moving in court without any urgency or emergency made this one
an easy call for the court. Howden J. got it right.
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Case #31

—

Haratsis v. Haratsis

Released:

February 2007

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Thorburn J.

Cite:

2007 CarswellOnt 625 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Heidi Suter & Nicholas Kapelos

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Allan Cooper

After protracted litigation in court parties submitted a number of issues to
Facts:
arbitration. Decision rendered in September 2005. Parties disagreeing as to arbitrator’s intention
with respect to one part of his award. Wife brought motion for summary judgment in court
based on her calculations. Husband brought motion saying issue should be remitted back to
arbitrator, and, in the alternative, arbitrator’s words were clear and his (husband’s) interpretation
re: calculations should carry the day.
Decision:

For the husband. Remitted back to arbitrator.

Important Quote: “This court has no jurisdiction to “reasonably interpret” the arbitrator’s
decision. This court may not interpret but may only enforce the clear decision of the arbitrator.
If there is any ambiguity in the arbitrator’s decision, the court should not treat a request for
enforcement as an opportunity to substitute its own assessment.” (para. 23)
questions of law are questions about what the correct legal test is;
Important Quote:
questions
about what actually took place between the parties; and questions
questions of fact are
of mixed law and fact are questions about whether the facts satisfy the legal tests.” (para. 33)
“. . .

“The Arbitration Act, 1991.. .entrenches the primacy of arbitration
Important Quote:
proceedings, once the parties have entered into an arbitration
judicial
over
proceedings
agreement, by directing the court, generally, not to intervene, and by establishing a
“presumptive” stay of court proceedings in favour of arbitration.” (para. 36)
Quote: “Section 45(4) of the Act provides that, where clarification is required, the matter
should be sent back to the arbitrator for clarification, in accordance with section 45(4) of the Act.
If the meaning of the arbitrator’s words is clear, however, section 6 of the Act provides that this
Court has the authority to enforce the arbitration award. I find that the meaning of the
arbitrator’s words in this case is not clear. Moreover, I have found no error in law that would
justify an interference with the arbitral award. I therefore dismiss the motion for summary
judgment as the interpretation of the clause in question must be referred to the arbitrator for his
determination.” (para. 38)
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Case #32

—

Seganfreddo v. Seganfreddo

Released:

November 2010

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Corrick J.

Cite:

2010 CarswellOnt 9760 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Chris BurrisoniRui Alves and Gary Joseph!Vanessa Lam

Arbitrator:

Judith Nicoll

Parties signed med-arb agreement in 2006. Agreement contained standard term
Facts:
that parties shall not commence proceedings in court except in case of emergency. All
property/equalization issues were to be dealt with by mediator/arbitrator. In 2009 wife
transferred her interest in two properties to her parents. In 2010 husband issued statement of
claim in court alleging fraudulent conveyance and other relief. Wife brought motion for stay of
proceedings.
Issue:
agreement.

Whether the claims advanced by the husband fall within the terms of the med/arb

Wife’s motion granted. Ownership of property was at the heart of the husband’s
Decision:
claim. The med-arb agreement referred to ‘all property and equalization” issues being decided
by the arbitrator. The issues submitted to the arbitrator were framed in very broad language.
Important Quote (On test whether stay should be granted):
“The court first interprets the arbitration provision, then analyzes the claims to determine
whether they must be decided by an arbitrator under the terms of the agreement, as interpreted by
the court. If so, then under s. 7(1), the court is required to stay the action and refer the claims to
arbitration subject to the limited exceptions in s. 7(2)” (para 15)
The onus of establishing that one of the exceptions set out in s. 7(2) applies is
Comment:
borne by the party asserting the exception (referring to Puigbonet-Crawford v. Crawford).
Comment #2: When interpreting an arbitration clause, the court should not make a final
determination about its scope. Where it is arguable whether a claim falls within the clause, the
matter should be left to the arbitrator (para 17). Consistent with Thomson v. Thomson.
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Case #33

*

Shoval v. Shoval

Released:

December 2005

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Divisional Court)

Judge:

Then J.

Lawyers:

Michael Charles & Evelyn Rayson

Mediators! Phil Epstein & Joyce Epstein
Arbitrators:
Cite:

2005 CarswellOnt 7453 (Ont. Div. Ct.); 2005 CarswellOnt 2383 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Arbitrators issued ruling forcing mother to return with child from Israel and
Facts:
suspending father’s access until child protection investigation complete. When mother failed to
challenge ruling, father got terms incorporated into court order. Mother then appealed to court of
appeal. Before appeal heard mother brought motion for judicial review. Court dismissed motion
for judicial review for delay. Mother moved to set aside dismissal.
Decision:

Mother’s motion dismissed.

“It would appear that whatever the merits of the issues raised in the application
Quote:
for judicial review, all of the issues raised by the application for judicial review will be
expeditiously dealt with by the Court of Appeal.. .1 can see no useful purpose in raising the same
issues by way ofjudicial review and thereby risking further delay in the resolution of these issues
if the Applicant (Mother) pursues this course.” (para 19)
Lesson:
not both.

If you’re going to challenge an award choose either an appeal or judicial review,
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Case #34

—

Troisi v. Gillen

Released:

December 2013

Court:

Ontario Court of Justice

Judge:

MurrayJ.

Cite:

2013 CarswellOnt 17049 (Ont. C.J.)

Lawyers:

Simon Schneiderman and Young H. Lee

Phil Epstein
Mediator
/Arbitrator:
A few months after court was initiated in 2010, parties sign med-arb agreement
Facts:
with Mr. Epstein. After a mediation the parties sign final minutes of settlement. Minutes not
incorporated into arbitral award or court order.
Minutes provide for child support review in January 2016 and that prior to that child support is
“fixed and non-variable save and except for a catastrophic change in circumstances to either
party.
After the Minutes were signed, mother lost her job, leading to new dispute about child support.
Mother writing to Mr. Epstein, asking him to make certain awards. Father objecting to Mr.
Epstein’s jurisdiction. Procedural awards made by Mr. Epstein in June 2013, leaving it to parties
to proceed with arbitration.
Mother then filed Minutes with court pursuant to section 35 of the Family Law Act and brought
motion in court for an order for full financial disclosure from father pursuant to section 25 of the
Guidelines. Father objected, saying issue should be before arbitrator.
Issue:

Should the disclosure order be made?

No. The provisions of s. 25 of the Guidelines apply to situations in which there is
Decision:
a court order for child support, not simply an agreement which has not been incorporated into a
court order. A request for a stand-alone disclosure order is distinct from an enforcement
proceeding under s. 35 of the FLA or a motion to change a support order. S. 35(2) of the FLA
does not provide that registration of an agreement containing provisions for child support permits
a party to request an order for disclosure pursuant to s. 25(7) of the Guidelines.
“[A]lthough I am unable to make the order sought by [the mother] it appears to
Quote:
me that she may be able to obtain the disclosure she seeks in the arbitration process. There is a
case for arbitration pending, if [she] wishes to proceed. [She] requested in May 2013 that Mr.
Epstein arbitrate three issues related to child support, and he agreed to arbitrate two of those
issues.. .The arbitration agreement gives Mr. Epstein ample authority to order relevant financial
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disclosure from both parties in the mediation and arbitration phases of the process. He may find
that the parties’ respective incomes are relevant in arbitrating this issue.” (para 19)
Similar facts and outcome as in Grosman v. 7ookson but relevance is much lower
Comment:
since judge should have followed reasoning in Grosman v. Cookson instead of relying on fact
that minutes were not incorporated into court order. Since the arbitrator clearly had the
jurisdiction to make an award for financial disclosure, the matter should have been stayed in
court. Full stop.
Although clearly obiter, case is relevant in that it makes it clear that arbitrator has
Comment:
the power to make awards for financial disclosure before the case is declared at an impasse. This
is, it is submitted, the preferred interpretation of arbitral powers. especially where the arbitration
agreement provides for the making of interim awards. Contrast with Kay v. Korakianitis where.
again in obiter, a different Justice Murray (of the Superior Court of Justice) expressed the view
that the arbitrator should not bounce back and forth between being mediator and arbitrator.
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Case #35

—

Blustein v. Blustein

Released:

March 2011

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Divisional Court)

Judges:

Lauwers. Sachs and Wilton-Siegel JJ.

Cite:

2011 CarswellOnt 2787 (Ont. Div. Ct.)

Lawyers:

Joseph Markin and Gary Wiseman

Arbitrator:

Malcolm Kronby

Husband brought application for judicial review after one of Mr. Kronby’s
Facts:
awards. Swinton J. quashed the application. Husband then moved before the Divisional Court to
set aside Swinton J. ‘s order. He alleged that s. 51 and ss. 59.1 to 59.8 of the Family Law Act
have the effect of conferring a power or right upon a privately appointed arbitrator that
constitutes a “statutory power of decision” a defined term in and for the purposes of the Judicial
Review Procedure Act.
The husband’s motion was dismissed.
Decision:
statutory power of decision.

The arbitrator was not exercising a

Comment:
These provisions of the Family Law Act prescribe the procedural and substantive
requirements of an arbitration in respect of family law matters that must be complied with in
order that an arbitral award is enforceable. There is nothing in the Family Law Act that requires
the parties to proceed with arbitration and the arbitrator in question was not appointed pursuant
to any legislation. Rather, the parties exercised their choice to enter into a private consensual
agreement to resolve their dispute outside of the courts. The source of this arbitrator’s authority
was the agreement from the parties to give him authority to resolve their disputes. The fact that
he was required to apply various statutes in the course of making an award does not change the
fact that he was a consensual arbitrator. (para 5)
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Case #36

—

Robinson v Robinson

Released:

August 2000

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Panet J.

Lawyers:

Joseph Di Iorio and Mark Sheiston

Arbitrator:

Gary Steinberg

Cite:

2000 CarswellOnt 3264. [2000] O.J. No. 3299 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Parties submitted issues of equalization and costs to arbitration.
Facts:
Husband appealed arbitrator’s awards to court.
Decision:

Flusband lost.

For the wife. Appeal dismissed.

.the court should not interfere with the arbitrator’s award
Quote (on standard of review):
unless it is satisfied that the arbitrator acted on the basis of a wrong principle, disregarded
material evidence or misapprehended the evidence.” (para. 5)
“. .

This case is of little help to mediators/arbitrators except for the quote in paragraph
Comment:
5 which clearly sets out the standard for review of an award and to remind us all that the more
detailed an award, the more thorough the analysis, the less likely a court will overturn it. Here
the arbitrator did a good job of considering all of the evidence, applying the correct legal test and
making a sound decision.
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Case #37

—

Kay v. Korakianitis

Released:

July 2007

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Murray J.

Cite:

2007 CarswellOnt 4748. (Ont. S.C. J.)

Lawyers:

Brahm Siegel & Jeffery Wilson

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Phil Epstein (mediator) & Malcolm Kronby (arbitrator)

Interim separation agreement referred matters to mandatory mediation with Mr.
Facts:
Epstein and arbitration with Mr. Kronby. Separation agreement had clause which allowed either
party to cancel all terms except med!arb clause. Draft med/arb agreement agreed to by solicitors
but not signed by Husband. Husband cancelled terms of separation agreement, refused to
provide disclosure and stopped paying support. Wife’s lawyer wrote to mediator and arbitrator
complaining of lack of disclosure and asking arbitrator to make order for disclosure. Husband
complained about letter, argued arbitrator now “tainted”. Husband also argued there was no
agreement to submit case to arbitration. Wife brought motion for order confirming Mr. Kronby
was and should be the arbitrator.
For the wife. Mr. Kronby confirmed as arbitrator.

Decision:

“It is difficult to see how advice by the applicant to the arbitrator that there is a
Quote:
problem with financial disclosure by the respondent or how an expression of concern by the
application that the respondent may reduce or eliminate spousal support payments has any
impact on the neutrality and impartiality of the arbitrator.” (para. 28)
person
“. .there is no basis for concluding that a reasonable and right-minded
Quote:
applying themselves to the question and obtaining the required information would think it is
more likely than not that the arbitrator in this case, whether consciously or unconsciously, would
not decide fairly.” (para. 30)
.

Quote: “. the parties have agreed on the essential terms [of the arbitration agreement] and any
further documentation required, that is the execution of a rnediationiarbitration agreement, is
simply a performance obligation.” (para. 16)
.

.

“The separation of the functions of mediator and arbitrator is designed so that, at
Quote:
mediation, the parties explore various positions on a without prejudice basis. Parties who
voluntarily participate in a mediation process expect that the positions that they take or
statements made by the mediator will be confidential if agreement is not reached. That is,
positions taken by a party or by the mediator in the mediation will not be disclosed in any
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subsequent judicial proceeding. This expectation of confidentiality allows a mediator to explore
solutions to the issues in dispute. If a mediator disclosed to an arbitrator any of the contents of
mediation.. .then the purpose of having mediation before arbitration would be defeated, Any
such communication between the mediator and the arbitrator would defeat the nature of
discussions that are, by their very nature. settlement discussions and confidentiality must be
respected.” (para. 26)
The court made some strong comments in obiter about the procedure the wife and
Comment:
her lawyer should have followed. The court said the wife should have pushed for the disclosure
she wanted in mediation and if it was not forthcoming, she should have ended it and brought a
motion before the arbitrator. There are two problems with this approach. First, in most cases the
party wishing the disclosure does not want the mediation to be terminated. In this case, it had
not yet even began. Second, most arbitrators will not take on the case unless and until they have
received a hefty retainer, something the wife could not afford.
Although it is very common where the same person is both mediator and
Comment #2:
arbitrator to see disclosure orders made and for the parties to continue (or start) mediation such
that there is some moving “in and out” of mediation and arbitration, Murray J. did not feel this
was appropriate.
Be wary about agreeing to mediation/arbitration where the mediator and
Comment #3:
arbitrator is not the same person where disclosure may be an issue. If Murray J. is correct, if
you don’t get the disclosure you may be forced to terminate the mediation prematurely or before
you even get started, and you don’t get to go back to mediation once you do get the disclosure.
Relevance of case tempered due to the fact med-arb agreement would now
Comment #4:
need to be signed, but still the only reported case where mediator and arbitrator are different.
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Case #38

—

C. (1LA.) v. K. (M.)

Released:

April 2008

Court:

Ontario Court of Justice

Judge:

Cohen J.

Cite:

2008 CarswellOnt 2295, (Ont. C.J.) (No. 1)
2008 Carswell 2525, (Ont. C.J.) (No. 2)

Lawyers:

Brahm Siegel & Jeffery Wilson

Mediators! Stephen Grant & Irwin Butkowsky
Arbitrators:
In the midst of a long and acrimonious access dispute between a gay father (the
Facts:
access parent) and a lesbian couple (the custodial parents), the latter commenced an application
in the Ontario Court of Justice for an order dispensing with the father’s consent so they could
adopt the child. The access dispute was subject to arbitration. The parties had concluded
mediation unsuccessfully and were scheduled for arbitration. The issue was whether the motion
to dispense should take into account the timing of the arbitration hearing.
The father argued the arbitration should come first since it was started first, that having two
separate hearings on essentially the same issue (best interests of child) would amount to issue
estoppel and that it would be an abuse of process not to consider the arbitrators’ rulings on
access at the adoption since many of the witnesses will again have to testify about the same
issues at the adoption hearing.
For the mothers. The motion to dispense should be resolved at the earliest
Decision:
opportunity. It should not be adjourned to await the results of the arbitration hearing.
Quote: “Adoption proceedings are the exclusive responsibility of the Ontario Court of justice
and it would be a serious and unacceptable derogation from that responsibility for this court to
delegate any finding of act or law in an adoption proceeding to a private dispute resolution
forum. To hold otherwise would, in my view, be a significant error in law.” (para. 8, No. 1)
Quote: “In my previous ruling, I expressed the view that delay is to be avoided in adoption
proceedings. I also ruled that the hearing of this motion should not await the outcome of the
arbitration hearing. In fact, in my view, the arbitration hearing should await the outcome of the
adoption proceeding. It is the adoption proceeding that will determine whether the respondent’s
position before the arbitrator is as a parent or as a party seeking access, whether under contract or
otherwise”.
The motion to dispense was heard before Cohen J. over 13 days in late summer
Comment:
2008. Her ruling dismissing the mothers’ motion is at 2009 CarswellOnt 428 (Ont. C.J.).
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Case #39

—

Cawthorpe v. Cawthorpe

Released:

May 2010

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Gilmore J.

Cite:

2010 CarswellOnt 3367 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Louise Morin vs Mr. Cawthorpe (self-represented)

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Beis Din (rabbinical court)

The parties signed a med/arb agreement in 2006. Ten arbitration awards were
Facts:
made by the Beis Din between July 2006 and July 2009. Husband did not appeal any of them.
On April 30, 2007 the Family Statute Law Amendment Act, 2006 (FSLAA) was passed. In July
2008 husband started a court application. On September 1, 2008 Regulation 134/07 to FSLAA
proclaimed. In 2010 wife brought application for order enforcing arbitration award pursuant to
section 50(1) of the Arbitration Act. Husband argued the arbitration awards should be set aside
because he was not treated fairly and because the Beis Din did not follow proper procedure
according to the FSLAA.
Issue #1:

Did the FSLAA or the Regulation apply to any of the arbitration awards?

Issue #2:

Was the husband treated unfairly?

Decision #1: No. The common law presumes that legislation does not intend law to apply
retrospectively (para 49). Moreover, when introducing this Bill, then-Attorney General Michael
The
Bryant confirmed there was no intention to have the legislation apply retroactively.
is
not
and
into
entered
was
it
the
time
Act
at
Arbitration
arbitration agreement complied with the
retrospectively affected by the coming into force of the FSLAA or the Regulation.
Decision #2: No. He had independent representation at various points, declined representation
at other points, was not denied the ability to call witnesses and did not sign the mediation
arbitration agreement under “external pressure”.
Important Quote (On Decision #2): “The arbitration agreement being one which complied with
the Arbitration Act, as it was on the date of signing, is not retrospectively affected by the coming
into force of the FSLAA and its regulation. The effect of retrospective application would create
some degree of chaos. It would mean that hundreds, if not thousands of previous arbitration
agreements with which separated parties have complied with for years might be reopened for the
sake of compliance. Parties may, for example, be in the position of having to re-arbitrate all
outstanding issues since a record would be required in order to comply with the new
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amendments and regulations. It is unlikely that such a result was intended by the Legislature.”
(para 59)
Comment: Relevance high re: issue of retrospective application of 2007 changes. This case is
in Moran v. Cunningham No. 1) and the Court of
consistent with the decisions of Jarvis
Appeal in Owers v. Owers. Unfortunately, it seems neither side raised them and they are not
mentioned in the justices reasons.
.
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Case #40

—

Costa v. Costa

Released:

March 2008

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Czutrin J.

Cite:

2008 CarswellOnt 1313 (Ont. S.CJ.)

Lawyers:

Edwin Flak & Michael Charles

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

Malcolm Kronby

After a long court battle the parties signed a final consent relating to equalization
Facts:
payment and spousal support. A few years later the wife brought an application to set aside the
equalization payment based on fraud, and an increase in her spousal support. The parties then
signed a consent in court agreeing to submit the issues to Mr. Kronby. During the process the
arbitrator made some awards some final, some not (denying interim disbursements, interim
costs). The wife appealed.
—

Decision:

For the husband. The wife’s appeal was dismissed.

The wife’s appeal was dismissed because the court found the parties limited their
Note:
rights of appeal in the med/arb agreement to questions of law with leave pursuant to s. 45(1) of
the Arbitration Act. As the arbitrator’s decision from which the wife appeals concerned
questions of mixed fact and law, there was no right of appeal.
Important Quote: “Arbitrators are given a high standard of deference by courts. Generally the
court should not interfere with an arbitrator’s award unless it is satisfied that the arbitrator acted
on the basis of a wrong principle, disregarded material evidence or misapprehended the
evidence. This standard of review has been applied to appeals from family law arbitrations and
to cost awards by arbitrators.” (para 39)
Comment: Know your appeal provisions. You can agree that an appeal is permitted on a
question of law without leave. If the arbitration agreement is silent on the right of appeal, you
can only appeal a question of law with leave which will only be granted if the issue is important
and the question will significantly affect the rights of the parties. You can agree that an appeal is
permitted on a question of fact or mixed fact and law. If the arbitration agreement is silent on
this (as it was in Costa), there is no right to appeal on a question of fact or mixed fact and law: s.
45, Arbitration Act.

Although this is one of the first reported cases on newly amended law in 2007
Comment:
which provided parties can no longer completely contract out of their appeal rights, relevance is
low because now all med-arb agreements contain paragraph re: right of appeal.
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Case #41

—

E,E. v. F.F. and G.G.

Released:

December 2008

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judges:

Czutrin J.

Cite:

[unreported]

Lawyers:

Brahm Siegel & Jeffrey Wilson

Mediators/ Dr. Irwin Butkowsky and Stephen Grant
Arbitrators:
As a term of an adjournment in an interim arbitral award, the father received
Facts:
summer access to the child. The mothers appealed the award and brought an application for
judicial review. The grounds for appeal claimed that the award should be set aside because a
“hearing” was not provided as per section 26 of the Arbitration Act and the arbitrators did not
screen for domestic violence. Mothers also argued that the summer access award disturbed the
parties’ status quo which was central to the issue of access which had not yet been determined.
No medlarb agreement ever signed but six separate arbitral awards had been made, many on
consent, and parties agreed arbitrators were validly appointed. No domestic violence screening
ever done.

For father. Motion dismissed, interim access award enforced as order. The
Decision:
summer access award did not decide the issue which was the subject matter of the arbitration.
Nothing in the arbitrator’s actions was unfair, less judicious or indicative of treating either party
unequally or unfairly. The parties shall attend for domestic violence screening and reports shall
be provided to the arbitrators, and the arbitrators shall set a date for the hearing of the arbitration.
“I have not been asked to fill any gaps or rule on the legislation itself, nor has
Quote:
anyone asked me to invoke the parens patriae jurisdiction nor am I suggesting whether this
would be appropriate or not. I am considering the appeal of Interim Award #7. My ruling
should not be read to suggest that parents who prefer arbitration or medlarb should not be
entitled to the protection that the amendments intend to provide. It should be a reminder for
parties who prefer to mediate and arbitrate to address any process concerns and clarify these
concerns in writing and address the amendments as early as possible in the process.” (para 119)
Quote (on domestic violence provisions): “Those interested in participating in an arbitration
process and desiring the additional protections afforded by the regulations applying to family
arbitrations need to address this issue, if there is any doubt. They should however not wait for an
award they are not happy with to raise the concern. Screening for domestic violence and power
imbalance is an important remedial provision. Having a clear understanding on process and the
rights on appeal are also important, but these parties were, until the last attendance, represented
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by knowledgeable counsel and repeatedly appeared before knowledgeable arbitrators who would
have taken steps to protect the parties and address any concerns.” (para 124)
Quote (on “hearing”): “With respect to the mothers’ claim regarding their denial of natural
justice, it should be noted that “hearing” is not a defined term in the legislation. Black’s law
dictionary defines a hearing as “a judicial session, usually open to the public, held for the
purpose of deciding issues of fact or of law, sometimes with witnesses testifying. The decision
was not made in their absence.
They had an attendance. filed affidavits, made oral
representations and the arbitrators considered their request. I do not read s. 26 of the Arbitration
Act mandating or requiring a hearing where the arbitration involves the terms of an adjournment.
(paras 130, 131 and 132)
Comment:
Case has significance re: definition of “hearing” and discussion of domestic
violence and screening, but is unreported.
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Case #32

—

Goodman v. Goodman

Released:

November 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

James J.

Cite:

unreported

Lawyers:

James Edney & Paul Peilman & C.R. Roiston (for FRO)

Mediators! Tom Bastedo. Q.C. and Ricki Harris
Arbitrators:

The parties agreed to suspend court in 2006 and retain Mr. Bastedo as
Facts:
mediator/arbitrator. A med/arb agreement was signed that year. In September 2008 they signed
a partial Consent on equalization, with the balance of issues to be resolved in due course.
Consent also said enforcement of child support shall be withdrawn from FRO and no court order
for enforcement of award absent default.
In January 2009 parties agreed to retain Ricki Harris as the new mediator/arbitrator. A medlarb
agreement was signed with Ms. Harris but neither side provided funds for her retainer and the
file was eventually closed. That summer the woman went to FRO seeking enforcement of
support. Man alleged woman acting in contravention of the Consent. Mr. Bastedo resigned as
arbitrator in October 2009. Parties incorporating terms of September 2008 Consent into new
arbitral award signed by Mr. Bastedo before he resigned.
FRO seeking to suspend man’s driver’s license unless he paid $19,000. Man seeking
enforcement of award into order because he believed as per Consent no support order was
capable of enforcement because the med/arb agreement with Ms. Harris stays all court
proceedings. Man also seeking stay of all court proceedings.
Secondary issue was whether each party had independent legal advice. Man admits there were
no signed certificates.
The motion to enforce the interim arbitral award as a court order was dismissed.
Decision:
The court did not find the award unenforceable because of lack of independent legal advice. The
arbitral award was not enforced because even though a medlarb agreement was signed with Mr.
Harris the process went nowhere and the husband refused to pay for it. The motion for a stay of
proceeding was also dismissed.
“I suspect that I have a discretion to waive the requirement for certificates
Quote (on ILA):
of independent legal advice considering the fact that the parties were represented by counsel at
the relevant time but I note that there is no evidence as to the type, nature or extent of advice
given when the arbitration agreement was signed. In any event, even if such discretionary power
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is available. I would choose not to exercise it in Goodman’s favour because Goodman provides
no plan going forward to address the unresolved issues. It appears that Goodman believes that
the Bastedo award can be converted into a court order so all temporary support obligations will
continue to be set aside and notwithstanding the fact that Bastedo has resigned, all court
proceedings are to remain stayed because of the new mediation/arbitration agreement with
Harris. I do not agree. The fact that the Harris mediation/arbitration is going nowhere because
he won’t help pay for it is a relevant consideration in assessing whether it is equitable to relieve
Goodman of his inability to satisfy clause 59.8(3)(c).” (para 14)
Quote (on stay provisions of Arbitration Act): “Turning now to consider the effect of Section
7(1) of the Arbitration Act, my view is that this provision is aimed at preventing parties who
have agreed to arbitration from resiling from their commitment and seeking redress from the
courts. It is aimed at subsisting, executory agreements, not ones which have been completed,
terminated or which are otherwise at an end (i.e., the Bastedo arbitration).” (para 19)
assuming that the parties did sign and exchange this
Quote (on the Harris arbitration):
[med/arb] agreement, I think that the failure to proceed diligently is fatal. While it is true that the
agreement does not state that time is of the essence, the activities contemplated by the agreement
must proceed within a reasonable time. If performance of the agreement does not proceed within
a reasonable time, it leaves the agreement vulnerable to a determination that it has come to an
end. In effect, this is what Lewis did. when she filed with FRO. Goodman cannot fail to have
performed his obligation under the Harris mediation/arbitration agreement in a timely fashion
and purport to argue that Lewis is prohibited from seeking a court remedy because the agreement
is subsisting.” (paras 20, 21)
“. . .

. .

In this case the rned/arb agreement was signed before s. 59.8 came into force so
Comment:
its importance must be taken in context. This case simply proves the common sense proposition
that you cannot expect a court to sit back and refrain from acting when there is no arbitrator, no
valid medlarb agreement in place and no funds in the arbitrator’s trust account.
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Case #43

—

Martek v. Martek

Released:

February 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judges:

Backhouse J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 1244 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Paul Sian & Ken Nathens

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Terry Caskie

Husband appealing arbitrator’s award which required matrimonial home to be
Facts:
sold and net proceeds split equally. Parties separated in 1986 with wife and children leaving
home. Husband remained in possession for 23 years. Wife did not seek to have home sold due
to fear of husband. Husband appealed on grounds there was no evidence arbitrator could
conclude that he did not intend to extinguish wife’s interest, and, secondly, that the arbitrator
erred in finding that he was not a 100% owner of the property by virtue of constructive trust.
Decision:
For the wife. Appeal dismissed. There was evidence the arbitrator was entitled to
rely on (from a real estate appraiser) that there was no unjust enrichment because the husband
benefitted from using the wife’s interest in the home equivalent to a monetary value of $177,500.
There was also evidence upon which the arbitrator could conclude that the husband did not
intend to extinguish the wife’s interest in the home because he testified she would get the home
if he died.
“[c]onstructive trust is an equitable remedy. The husband should not be able to
Quote:
profit by his violence. I find no basis to conclude that the arbitrator overlooked anything or
made any oversight. There is no palpable or overriding error.”
The parties agreed that an appeal could be brought on questions of law alone,
Comment:
questions of mixed fact and law and questions of fact. Risky.
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Case #44 S. (A.) v. G. (J.)
-

Released:

December 2008

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Horkins J.

Cite:

2008 CarswellOnt 7280 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Judith Nicoll & Jaret Moldaver

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Aif Mamo

Facts:
Same-sex couple signed separation agreement in 2003 requiring payor to pay
spousal support. Clause provided that in 2006 payor could initiate binding arbitration to seek
termination of entitlement and that recipient would have onus of demonstrating that support
should continue past the three year mark. No arbitration agreement signed. Rights of appeal at
arbitration not specified in separation agreement. Arbitrator awarded recipient nine further
months of support after which support to terminate forever. Recipient appealed, raising twelve
grounds, two of which were on questions of law alone, the rest of which raised mixed questions
of fact and law. Payor taking position that recipient having no right to appeal any questions of
mixed fact and law and leave should not be granted on appeals related to question of law alone.
Decision:
For the payor. Appeal dismissed. The two grounds of appeal cited by the
recipient as questions of law were, in fact, questions of mixed fact and law.
Quote:
“There is no disagreement about the impact of s. 45 of the Arbitration Act.
Unless parties agree to allow more expansive types of appeal, there can only be an appeal on a
question of law with leave of the court. In this case, the separation agreement does not allow a
more expansive type of appeal.” (para. 24)
Important Quote:
“The parties chose to opt out of the court system and the rules and
protections that the court system offers. It was open to the parties in the separation agreement to
deal with the issue of appeal from the arbitrator’s decision in a variety of ways. They chose to
cover the topic in a summary fashion by simply agreeing to be bound by the laws of Ontario and
therefore the Arbitration Act. The parties could have preserved a more expansive right to appeal,
but they did not. As Czutrin J. stated in Costa, counsel should be presumed to be aware of the
provisions of the Arbitration Act.” (para. 29)
Important Quote: “The distinction between a question of law and one of mixed fact and law
was reviewed in Canada (Director of Investigation & Research) v. Southarn Inc. (1997), 144
D.L.R. (4th) 1 (S.C.C.). at 12:
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Briefly stated, questions of law are questions about what the correct legal test is; questions of
fact are questions about what actually took place between the parties; and questions of mixed law
and fact are questions about whether the facts satisfy the legal tests.” para. 31)
Comment:
Don’t do an arbitration, either as arbitrator or counsel, unless rights of appeal
have been clearly explained, agreed to and specified in the agreement. In the absence of
agreement on the issue, the right of appeal will be on a question of law alone. with leave. This
case is less relevant now with the advent of the Regulation to the Arbitration Act which requires
that rights of appeal be spelled out in the arbitration agreement.
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Case #45

—

Speciale v. Speciale

Released:

April 2009

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Eberhard J.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 2272 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Kim Kieller/B. Jacobi & Tom Bastedo/Samantha Chousky

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

Malcolm Kronby

Facts:
Husband appealed arbitrator’s award on retroactive child support on grounds he
erred in applying the principles in S. (D.B.) v. G ‘SR.) (2006). 31 R.F.L. (6th) 1 (S.C.C.) by
preferring the approach of Justice Abella instead of the majority approach articulated by Justice
Bastarache.
Decision:

For wife.

“In the fact finding process to be gleaned from the only record before me, the
Quote:
Arbitrator averts to the complications that invoke the considerations of excuse for delay,
conduct, whether the children’s needs were impacted, hardship. I am not persuaded he ignored
those factors. The very facts he was considering went to those factors. He also limited the
retrospective award to a date consistent with the Bastarache analysis of appropriate period where
there is no allegation of blameworthy conduct. The award is not inappropriate in the context of
the balancing factors and the facts as set out in the award.” (paras. 17 & 18)
“By choosing not to have a record, the parties narrow the scope of intervention by
Quote:
an appellate process as there is no basis to disagree with the factual basis of the award. The facts
are as the Arbitrator has found. He found facts relevant to the balancing factors and as indicated,
those facts sit comfortably with the award in the context of the necessary balance.” (para. 19)
Comment:
Contrast this with Murphy v. Murphy, where the same arbitrator was appealed on
the same ground, with different results. As a result, case has lower relevance and should be
approached with caution.
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Case #46

—

Fogel v. Fogel

Released:

January 2012

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Kiowak J.

Cite:

2012 ONSC 423 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Harold NimanfDeborah MacKenzie and Cheryl Goidhart/Annie Kenet

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Phil Epstein

Six year marriage, two children. Husband’s father was very wealthy and funded
Facts:
parties’ lifestyle, eventually through trusts left to husband. Parties’ initial spending habits were
$40,000 to $50,000 per month. Eventually, the trusts were being drastically depleted and
spending habits had to be significantly reduced. Parties separated.
Arbitrator concluded husband had no other source of income other than money he received from
the trusts plus minimal interest. He further concluded that the husband was not “contracting
mind” of the trust. There were two independent trustees and all distributions required majority
vote. Arbitrator further concluded there was no evidence husband had ever made any money
from employment and, due to his medical disabilities, it was highly unlikely he ever will.
Husband’s evidence unreliable to a great extent. Significant delay in providing disclosure.
There were disclosure issues as well.
Arbitrator imputed annual income of $180,000 to husband, grossed it up to $305,000 and ordered
him to pay child support for two children of $3,790 per month. He did not do similar gross-up
for spousal support for various reasons.
Arbitrator awarded lump-sum spousal support to wife of $90,000 (which was set off against
value of a car and reduced it to $41,500), made it fixed and non-variable until after August 1,
2012, and ruled that thereafter the wife may seek a review to determine her entitlement to further
spousal support.
Wife appealed the award. Parties had agreed that appeal rights would be limited to questions of
law with leave and questions of mixed fact and law.
Issues:
(i)

Did arbitrator err in applying the law in not drawing an adverse inference
against the husband for his failure to call witnesses who were familiar with
his involvement in various companies?
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(ii)

Did arbitrator fail to apply any consequences to his findings in regard to
the husband’s lack of credibility and untimely and inadequate disclosure?

(iii)

Did arbitrator err in imputing the income he did to the husband?

(iv)

Did arbitrator err in using different incomes for the husband for purposes
of child and spousal support?

(v)

Did arbitrator err in not considering the wifes need in their totality?

(vi)

Did arbitrator err in the method by which he ordered a review of spousal
support?

(i)

No error. There were other witnesses who testified about the husband’s
involvement in various companies. The arbitrator could and did rely on
them. It was open to him to find that the point was adequately covered by
other witnesses. His determination was a finding of fact and not open to
being disturbed.

(ii)

No error. Husband had serious medical disabilities which affected his
memory. He was also illiterate. On the whole, aside from some minor
matters the arbitrator set aside the husband’s testimony and made his
findings on the other evidence before him. It would have been wrong for
him not to take into account the explanation for the husband’s conduct
(i.e., medical disability) and his findings are based on findings of fact
which are not appealable.

(iii)

Error found. While the arbitrator’s finding that the husband had never
been and never would be independently employable was a finding of fact
that was not appealable, he failed to take his “lifestyle” into account in
assessing his ability to pay spousal support and section 7 expenses. This
was a palpable and overriding error on a question of mixed fact and law.
Another palpable and overriding error was the arbitrator’s failure to take
into account the benefit the husband received from the trust providing him
with a house in which to live. A further palpable and overriding error was
his failure to take the “potential returns” of the husband’s capital in
relation to the quantum or duration of spousal support and section 7
expenses.

(iv)

Error found. The arbitrator appeared to reject the gross-up on spousal
support because it would have resulted in a range he found untenable in
Court finds the issue of the
regards to the husband’s ability to pay.
applicability of the SSAG, the arbitrator’s “seemingly inconsistent”

Decisions:
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approach to the SSAG, and the lack of balance between the parties’
circumstances to he a palpable and overriding error.
(v)

Error found. Court finds arbitrator did not devote sufficient consideration
to the wife’s need for support. Court finds arbitrator was ‘particularly
focused” on whether the husband would have sufficient funds to last him
the rest of his life while wife’s more immediate circumstances remained
“essentially unrecognized” (paras 123-124). It was a palpable and
overriding error to fail to achieve the “balance” between applying the
relevant factors and objectives in the Divorce Act. (para 147)

(vi)

Error found. It was far too premature to have concerns about the wife’s
failure to make reasonable efforts towards self-sufficiency in light of the
extravagant lifestyle encouraged by the husband during the marriage, his
financial circumstances as he disclosed them at marriage, his delinquent
disclosure throughout the arbitration process, the time demands of the
continuing arbitration on the wife and her childcare responsibilities (para
158). Palpable and overriding error.

Result:
A further period of 60 months of spousal support was ordered. Court
found this to be “far more consistent” with the objective of the wife having a reasonable time
within which to achieve self-sufficiency and reflect the circumstances relating to both parties in
this case. Judge finds that $5,000 per month is “reasonable” in terms of husband’s ability to pay.
At 60 months this was $300,000. Court finds it would be inappropriate to reduce for “negative
contingencies” or deduct tax from this amount.
Quote (on standard of review):
“It is common ground that the decision of an arbitrator must be given significant deference.. .that
the standard of review on a question of law is one of correctness, and the standard of review on a
question of mixed fact and law is palpable and overriding error.” (para 32)
Quote (on deference to arbitrator):
“In Hickey v. Hickey, [1999] 2 S.C.R. 518, L’Heureux Dube J. stressed the importance of the
deference given to the trial judge. No less deference, and perhaps more, should be given to an
arbitrator specifically selected by the parties to deal with their issues.” (para 144)
“Arbitration should not be looked at as the first kick at the can, with an
Quote:
expectation of a court later reviewing the niceties of the arbitrator’s decision.” (para 145)
Comment:
At first blush, it definitely appears that the judge reviewed the “niceties” of the
arbitrator’s decision.
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Helpful case for the proposition that an arbitrator can rely on a case even though
Note:
neither side presented it or made submissions on it. Judge states the decision relied on set out the
law as it exists and there was no prejudice or unfairness to the complaining side (the wife), (para
35)
Comment:
Very interesting decision but relevance of case is low because husband
successfully moved before the Ontario Court of Appeal for leave to appeal after which the case
was settled.
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Case #47

—

Acimovic v. Acimovic

Released:

October 2006

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Fragomeni J.

Cite:

2006 CarswellOnt 6228, 33 R.F.L

Lawyers:

Will Abbot & Kenneth McCabe

Mediator/
Arbitrator:

Barry Brown

th)
6
(

158 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Facts:
The mother applied to set aside an arbitration award. The father applied to
enforce it. Mother’s application based on bias. She alleged the arbitrator acted inappropriately
by calling her a ‘cute little thing” and saying he did not like Americans.
Decision:

For the father.

Important Quote:
“It is inconsistent for the mother to assert on the one hand that, during the
mediation process and with the assistance of Barry Brown, the parties were able to resolve a
significant portion of their dispute but state on the issue of the Parenting Schedule that Barry
Brown was bias (sic) and engaged in misconduct.” (para. 26)
Comment:
The judge emphasized the timing of the mother’s complaints and the lack of any
steps taken by her to have Mr. Brown removed or have him recuse himself before he made his
final award. Please note that this argument of waiving the right to object by not speaking up has
now been expressly rejected in the amended Arbitration Act: see s. 4(2). Accordingly, relevance
of case is therefore pretty low.
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Case #48A

—

Kucyi v. Kucyi (No. 1)

Released:

December 2005

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice (Divisional Court)

Judges:

Pardu. Epstein and Lax JJ.

Cite:

2005 CarswellOnt 7579. 25 R.F.L.

Lawyers:

Irving Aiken & Harold Niman

Arbitrator:

Malcolm Kronby

th)
6
(

49 (Ont. Div. Ct.)

Facts:
Applicant wife not happy with arbitrator’s decision. Parties’ agreement excluded
the ability to appeal. Nevertheless, she appealed to set it aside or quash it in Divisional Court on
the grounds she was not treated fairly or equally, that the arbitrator did not give her sufficient
opportunity to present her case or respond to the husband’s case, among other things.
Decision:
For the husband. Wife brought the case in the wrong court. Although the
agreement prohibited appeals, the wife could bring a motion under s. 46 for a judicial review of
the award in the Superior Court.
Quote:
“The mediation!arbitration agreement states: “Subject to the right of judicial
review, the arbitrator’s award shall be final and binding upon the parties and shall be
incorporated in a consent Order or judgment, as the case may be, of the Ontario Superior Court
of Justice (General Division)).” In characterizing the arbitrator’s award as “final and binding
upon the parties”, the parties intended to exclude the right of appeal.” (paras. 13 & 14).
Quote #2:
“In this case the parties expressly agreed to proceed under the regime established
by their contract and the Arbitration Act. The parties should not be able to sidestep that regime
by means of an application for judicial review. The Arbitration Act offers the parties the ability
to design their own procedural options, ranging from no appellate review at all, to full rights of
appeal as to facts and the law. To allow parties to avoid the agreed to structure would undermine
the goals that arbitration is designed to accomplish.” (paras. 9 & 10)
Comment:
Relevance of case is low because by virtue of amendments to the Arbitration Act
in 2007, parties can no longer contract out of the right of appeal: s. 3(2)(v).

Case #488 Kucyi v. Kucyi (No. 2)
-

Released:

November 2006

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judges:

Backhouse J.

Cite:

2006 CarswellOnt 9402 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

AlfMamo & Daphne Johnston

Wife seeking judicial review of arbitrator’s decision. Wife alleging she was not
Facts:
treated fairly in not being given enough time to review husband’s documents. Wife given only
brief recess during hearing to review documents filed shortly before or on opening of arbitration
by husband, documents now showing husband’s net worth had decreased by over $1 million.
Wife’s lawyer adamant wife asked for adjournment of arbitration. Husband’s lawyer adamant
wife never asked for adjournment.
Decision:

For the wife. Arbitration award set aside under s. 46 of Arbitration Act.

“Because I hold the arbitrator in such high regard, I have been very cautious in
Quote:
scrutinizing his exercise of discretion on the issue of an adjournment. I have concluded that the
adjournment should have been granted to permit the applicant reasonable opportunity to review
the new material. The applicant was not treated fairly and was given an opportunity to respond
to the respondent’s case. The limited recess was an unreasonable exercise of discretion. No
acceptable excuse was provided for the last minute filing. If the late evidence was to be
received, an adjournment was mandatory once requested. Cases are to be prepared in advance of
the hearing.” (para. 11)
Lesson:

Get a reporter for all arbitrations.
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Case #48C Kucyi v. Kucyi (No. 3)
-

Released:

November 2007

Court:

Ontario Court of Appeal

Judges:

Weiler, MacPherson and Rouleau JJ.A,

Cite:

2007 CarswellOnt 7133,45 R.F.L.

Lawyers:

Aif Mamo and Daphne Johnston

th)
6
(

1 (Ont. C.A.)

Husband appealing from Backhouse J.’s decision, arguing she misapprehended
Facts:
the evidence and that even if wife requested an adjournment there was nothing unfair about the
arbitrator refusing it as it was in his discretion, plus wife failing to show that had adjournment
been granted it would have made any difference to the award.
Decision:

For wife

—

again. Appeal dismissed. Award remains set aside.

the refusal of a party’s request will be upheld where the party could readily
Quote:
obtain the information it was seeking for itself or had an opportunity to meet and counter the
information tendered. While the differences between the financial statements may now appear to
us to be readily apparent with the benefit of hindsight and counsel’s explanation, that does not
appear to have been the situation before the reviewing judge. In addition, owing to the timing
when the information was presented, the wife’s counsel had no opportunity to counter that
information.” (para. 32)
“.

.

.
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Case #49

—

Duguay v. Thompson-Duguay

Released:

April 2000

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Perkins

Lawyers:

John Chidley-Hill and Debra McNairn

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Robert McWhinney

Cite:

2000 CarswellOnt 1462, 7 R.F.L.

(5t)

301 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Parties entered into settlement agreement that included arbitration clause.
Facts:
Agreement also provided that father would pay child support of $600 per month for two children.
Mother acknowledged in agreement that application of Guidelines would result in inequitable
amount of child support. Issue of access transfer submitted to arbitration. Arbitrator began with
open mediation and finished with arbitration when no agreement reached. Mother refused to
take part in arbitration because she lost confidence in arbitrator’s impartiality and fairness.
Arbitrator proceeded in her absence and father got everything he wanted. Mother refused to
follow award. Father brought application to court to enforce award and change child support.
Decision:

For the mother. Arbitration agreement and award were not binding.

.1 do not think that the mother should be bound by the result when the
Quote #1:
mediator, having heard that the mother now rejected mediation (something anyone who has
agreed to mediation is free to do) and had lost confidence in his ability and impartiality, skipped
over the mediation step and carried on as arbitrator. He had made mediation the first part of the
process. If he was abandoning the terms of the “dispute resolution agreement”, as he called it,
which called for mediation, or if he knew the mother now repudiated the “agreement”, I think it
was incumbent on him to reach a new agreement with the parties before he proceeded to
arbitrate. Further, the dispute resolution agreement had never been signed by the parties and
while the minutes of settlement may enjoy some status outside the form of a domestic contract,
the dispute resolution agreement does not. So far as it falls within s. 54(d) or (e) of the Family
Law Act, it is unenforceable.” (paras 38, 39)
“. .

Although it caused quite a kafuffle when it was released the significance of this
Comment:
case is now pretty low because s. 59.6 of the Family Law Act now provides that a family
arbitration award is only enforceable if the agreement is made in writing, complies with the
regulations and each of the parties receives independent legal advice. Unlike in 2000, an
arbitration agreement is now considered a “domestic contract”.
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Case #50

—

Owers v. Owers

Released:

April 2009

Court:

Ontario Court of Appeal

Judges:

Gillese, Feldman and Rouleau, JJ.A.

Cite:

2009 CarswellOnt 1847 (Ont. C.A.), reversing 2009 CarswellOnt 5509 (Ont.
S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Philip Epstein/Michael Zalev & Bryan Smith

Mediator!
Arbitrator:

Terry Caskie

Facts:
Parties agreed to mediation/arbitration in a consent signed by counsel only.
Consent incorporated into court order by Justice Taylor. Although various drafts exchanged,
med/arb agreement never signed by parties. One year later husband brought motion for, among
other things, an order freezing or “staying” the Ontario court proceeding on the grounds that
Mexico was the more convenient forum where wife had already started court case and received
court orders in her favour. Motions judge agreed with husband. Wife appealed.
Decision:
For the Wife. Case to proceed before mediator/arbitrator. Wife to not take any
further steps in Mexico court case.
Quote:
the starting point for resolving this appeal is whether the motions judge erred
by failing to deal with the Justice Taylor order before considering the request for a stay of
proceedings here in Ontario. In our view, he did so err. As a court order, the Justice Taylor
order stands and is binding, unless it is set aside or lawfully quashed: see R. v. Wilson, [19831 2
S.C.R. 594 (S.C.C.), at 599. Granting a stay of these proceedings without first determining
whether the Justice Taylor order should be set aside amounted to an impermissible collateral
attack on that order.” (paras. 7 & 8)
“. . .

Comment & Important Quote:
The husband’s argument that the “Taylor order” was
invalid because the consent to rned/arb was not signed by the parties was soundly rejected by the
Court of Appeal. The Court held that “no purpose would be served by interpreting the
legislation in a way that would permit parties to withdraw at will from agreements properly
entered into by their legal representatives during the course of litigation” (para 13).
Comment:
The consent to med/arb and Taylor order were dated prior to September 1, 2007.
The Court of Appeal made it perfectly clear that their reasons do not address the issue of whether
signatures of counsel alone are sufficient to render enforceable family arbitration agreements
made after that date. Hint: They’re not.
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Case #51

—

Dormer v. McJannet

Released:

December 2006

Court:

Ontario Superior Court of Justice

Judge:

Mackinnon J.

Cite:

2006 CarswellOnt 8262. 35 R.F.L. (6th) 418 (Ont. S.C.J.)

Lawyers:

Gregory Ste. Marie & Leonard Levencrown

Mediator
/Arbitrator: Dr. Alex Weinberger
Facts:
Arbitration agreement only in draft, not signed. Father alleging parties agreed to
the terms. Mother denying terms agreed to the terms. Father bringing motion for summary
judgment pursuant to section 6 of the Arbitration Act requiring the parties to submit to arbitration
with Dr. Weinberger.
Decision:

For the father.

Quote:
“The key issue of fact in this case is whether the parties reached an agreement for
binding arbitration. Is there a genuine issue for trial with respect to this? I think not. There is
no issue but that the Applicant agreed to it. The Respondent’s personal email to the Applicant
sent in early December 2005 expresses her agreement to binding arbitration. Her counsel at the
time Mr. Phillips, also wrote to Applicant’s counsel on December 20, 2005 stating that the “draft
arbitration agreement attached to your letter is acceptable” (para 20).
Comment:
Low relevance in light of the 2007 amendments to the Arbitration Act and Family
Law Act which now provide that a family arbitration award is unenforceable unless there is an
arbitration agreement and each party has had independent legal advice.

